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1 INTRODUCTION

Much modern solid-state NMR technology is based on two
physical manipulations: (i) rotation of the sample in space,
usually at a fixed frequency around a fixed axis, but sometimes
using more complicated trajectories; and (ii) rotation of the
nuclear spin polarizations using applied rf fields.

Magic-angle spinning was first demonstrated independently
by Andrew and Lowe1,2 in 1959. These researchers demon-
strated a noticeable narrowing effect on the NMR spectra of
abundant spins in solids when the sample was rotated at several
kHz around an axis tilted by the angle arctan

√
2 = 54.74◦ with

respect to the main magnetic field (see Magic Angle Spinning,
Volume 5). However, the magic-angle spinning (MAS) method
was not employed much at first because it was thought to be
ineffective unless the spinning frequency greatly exceeded the
size of the anisotropic nuclear spin interactions – a condition
difficult to satisfy except for a limited number of samples. The
situation changed at the end of the 1970s, when it was found
that magic-angle spinning dramatically narrowed the proton-
decoupled NMR peaks of isolated 13C spins in organic solids.3

The 13C peaks split up into narrow ‘spinning sidebands’, even
though the spinning frequency was much smaller than the
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). MAS, in combination with
Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarization and heteronuclear decou-
pling, became a standard method for examining the NMR
spectra of rare spin species such as 13C and 15N in solids.4

Commercial NMR companies began to offer MAS equipment
as options for their spectrometers, allowing an explosion of
applications.

The use of nuclear spin rotations by applied rf fields
developed in parallel. The basic technique of heteronuclear
decoupling was already introduced by Bloch,5 and advanced
rapidly in the context of solution NMR with the introduc-
tion of noise modulation6 and composite pulse decoupling7 – 9

(see Decoupling Methods, Volume 3). In solid-state NMR, on

the other hand, heteronuclear decoupling methodology stag-
nated until the introduction of the two-pulse phase modula-
tion (TPPM) by Griffin and co-workers.10 The methodology
of homonuclear dipolar decoupling in solids received more
attention from the start. This process started with the use of
magic-angle off-resonance irradiation by Lee and Golburg11

and continued with the pulse methods of Waugh, Huber
and Haeberlen,12,13 Mansfield,14 Rhim and Vaughan,15 Burum
and co-workers16 and many others (see Average Hamil-
tonian Theory, Volume 2). Advances in digital electron-
ics made possible new approaches, such as the frequency-
switched Lee–Goldburg (FSLG) method.17 These method-
ological developments were accompanied by important the-
oretical advances such as the average Hamiltonian theory and
its variants.13,14,18

For much of this period, the spatial and spin manipula-
tions were treated separately. For example, the principles of
homonuclear decoupling by applied rf fields were developed
explicitly for static samples – the rotation of the sample dur-
ing the rf pulse sequence, in the case of MAS, was regarded
as a minor additional perturbation. Similarly, the principles
of echo formation by sample rotation generally neglected the
duration of applied rf pulses. This conceptual separation was
made possible by an experimental separation of timescales.
Routinely-available spinning frequencies were much smaller
than routinely-available nutation frequencies under applied rf
fields. This situation was not fundamentally changed even
when the ‘combined rotation and multiple pulse sequence’
(CRAMPS) methods were introduced19,20 (see CRAMPS,
Volume 3). At the rather low spinning frequencies used ini-
tially, it was a reasonable approximation to ignore the MAS
rotation during the rf pulse sequence. The enhanced narrow-
ing effect of CRAMPS could be treated roughly by tacking
the MAS rotation onto the end of a static average Hamiltonian
calculation.

At the beginning of the 1980s, two developments high-
lighted the fact that rf pulse sequences and sample rotation
could combine in unexpected and powerful ways. In the
extraordinary sideband suppression and separation schemes
of Dixon,21,22 carefully-timed sequences of strong π pulses
were applied to the rotating sample in order to manipulate
the spinning sideband patterns generated by the subsequent
free-induction decay. Around the same time, Waugh and co-
workers applied a repetitive pulse train synchronous with the
sample rotation, and showed that the averaging effect of the
magic-angle rotation on the chemical shift anisotropy could be
suppressed.23 This would now be called a ‘CSA recoupling’
experiment.

The term ‘recoupling’ was first used in the heteronuclear
context, when it was shown that the application of a continuous
rf field to one spin species may restore the effect of the
heteronuclear dipolar interaction to a second spin species,
by counteracting the averaging effect of the magic-angle
rotation.24,25 This requires selection of the rf amplitude so
that the magic-angle rotation frequency is a small integer
multiple of the nutation frequency under the rf field, a
condition termed ‘rotary resonance’. It was also pointed out
that the same effect could be produced by applying two
strong 180◦ pulses every rotational cycle to one of the spin
species.25 This idea was developed independently by Schaefer
et al., leading to the highly-successful rotational echo double
resonance (REDOR) method26,27 (see REDOR & TEDOR,
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Volume 6). As discussed below, the REDOR scheme fits into
the symmetry theory of rotor-synchronized pulse sequences (in
the modern notation defined below, the symmetry of the usual
version of REDOR is R41

2).
The next important advances were made by Tycko and

co-workers.28,29 It was shown that rotor-synchronized pulse
sequences, in combination with sample rotation about a non-
magic-angle axis, could be used to emulate a zero-field NMR
experiment (see Zero Field NMR, Volume 8). In the context
of the present article, it is important to note that Tycko used
symmetry relationships to simplify the task of pulse sequence
design. In the modern notation defined below, one would
describe Tycko’s ‘zero-field in high-field’ pulse schemes as
having the symmetry C51

1.
The second development made by Tycko’s group also had

a wide impact. The dipolar recoupling at the magic angle
(DRAMA) scheme30 – 32 initiated the field of homonuclear
dipolar recoupling in solids (see Homonuclear Recoupling
Schemes in MAS NMR, Volume 4). DRAMA is a rather sim-
ple pulse sequence of strong 90◦ pulses separated by intervals
and is not particularly robust. A partially successful attempt
was made to improve it using symmetry-based arguments.32

A popular alternative is the radio-frequency driven recoupling
(RFDR) scheme of Griffin and co-workers, which is based
on strong 180◦ pulses.33,34 As discussed below, part of the
success of RFDR may now be understood in terms of its sym-
metry properties (in modern notation, the symmetry of the
usual version of RFDR is R41

4).
A different approach to dipolar recoupling was introduced

with the double-quantum homonuclear rotary resonance (2Q-
HORROR) method.35 This was a development of the heteronu-
clear rotary resonance method, exploiting the additional res-
onance conditions associated with double-quantum transitions
in homonuclear spin systems. The HORROR method showed
for the first time that it is possible to achieve highly efficient
2Q excitation in a powder sample, in part by a tighter control
of the orientation-dependence of the recoupled Hamiltonian.
The appropriate property has come to be called “γ -encoding”,
and will be discussed below.

HORROR is only feasible for coupled spins with small
chemical shift differences. It required a fresh theoretical
approach to extend this method to more general systems while
retaining the γ -encoded 2Q recoupling property. This effort
lead to the C7 pulse scheme and its variants,36 – 42 which are
capable of efficient broadband double-quantum recoupling. In
modern notation, these schemes have the symmetry C71

2. These
methods were applied to a variety of problems, including the
measurement of molecular torsional angles in a membrane
protein.43,44

As well as being practically successful, the theory behind
C7 was very powerful, and could be used for a variety of
problems. A further extension of the symmetry theory led
to a pallette of symmetries suitable for γ -encoded double-
quantum recoupling, including methods which are applicable
at high spinning frequencies.39 The symmetry theorems were
also used to treat the problem of heteronuclear decoupling in
MAS solids, generating schemes competitive with the TPPM
modulation method.41,45

In a related development, Spiess and co-workers showed
that CRAMPS may be implemented at high MAS spinning
frequencies by synchronizing the rf cycles with the sample

rotation.46,47 In modern notation, these schemes have the
symmetry C30

1 and C40
1.

Schemes such as C7 are based on repeated radio-frequency
cycles, shifted in phase and synchronized with the sample
rotation. Each cycle is designed to return the nuclear spins
to their initial states, if other spin interactions are ignored,
i.e., each cycle provides a rotation through 0◦, 360◦, or 720◦,
etc. Although effective for double-quantum excitation, this
construction scheme is too restrictive when applied to many
other recoupling problems. A set of new symmetries were
therefore developed, based on 180◦ rotation elements.41 These
symmetries, called R-symmetries, suggest many new classes
of pulse sequence, and also help explain the operation of many
existing schemes. As discussed below, many of the successful
methods invented in the past, such as RFDR, REDOR, and
TPPM conform to the R-symmetries. This is probably not a
coincidence.

The invention of R-symmetries was anticipated by the
through bond spectroscopy (TOBSY) method of Baldus and
Meier.48 – 52 These authors also used symmetry arguments
to design their pulse sequences, which have the modern
symmetry notation R60

1 and R80
1.

The discovery of the R-symmetries is still too recent to
assess their full significance. Some of the promising recent
applications are discussed below.

2 HOMONUCLEAR SEQUENCES

2.1 Spin Interactions

The symmetry-based approach to the design of rotor-
synchronized pulse sequences exploits the rotational properties
of the nuclear spin interactions. In general, each spin interac-
tion may be expressed as a product of three terms, expressing
the transformation properties of the interaction with respect to
rotations of the molecular framework (‘space’), rotations of the
nuclear spin polarizations (‘spin’) and rotations of the external
magnetic field. These rotational properties may be summarized
in terms of the three rotational ranks which define each nuclear
spin interaction. The set of rotational ranks forms the rota-
tional signature of a nuclear spin interaction. The rotational
signatures are summarized for the most important homonuclear
interactions of spin-1/2 in Table 1.

As may be seen from Table 1, the significant nuclear spin
interactions all have ranks 0, 1 or 2. For example, those
interactions which are invariant to a particular type of rotation
are assigned rank zero. Interactions which have the rotational
symmetry of a p-orbital in atomic theory are assigned rank 1.
Interactions which have the rotational symmetry of a d-orbital
in atomic theory are assigned rank 2.

Consider, for example, the homonuclear dipolar interaction
between nuclear spins. This has rank 2 with respect to both

Table 1 Rotational signatures of homonuclear spin interactions in
diamagnetic systems of spin-1/2

Interaction Space rank, l Spin rank, λ Field rank

Isotropic chemical shift 0 1 1
Chemical shift anisotropy 2 1 1
J -coupling 0 0 0
Dipole–dipole coupling 2 2 0
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spatial and spin rotations, indicating, for example, that a
rotation of the molecular framework by 180◦ does not change
the interaction strength, while a rotation through 90◦ changes
the sign of the interaction.

The chemical shift anisotropy interaction is more compli-
cated, since it is a three-body interaction, involving the nuclear
spins, the electronic environment and the external magnetic
field. It has ranks 2, 1 and 1 with respect to molecular rota-
tions, spin rotations, and external field rotations, respectively.
This interaction changes sign if the nuclear spins are rotated
by 180◦, with the molecules and the field held fixed. The CSA
interaction also changes sign if the external field is rotated
through 180◦, while the spin polarizations and the molecu-
lar environment are held fixed. The CSA interaction does not
change sign, on the other hand, if the molecules are rotated
through 180◦, while the spins and the field are held fixed.

Many NMR textbooks conflate the ‘spin’ part and the
‘field’ part into one compound term, often called, confusingly,
the ‘spin part’ of the interaction. This practice obscures the
rotational properties and is best avoided.

There are also minor interactions such as the antisymmetric
part of the chemical shift tensor (space, spin, field ranks of 1, 1
and 1), and the J -coupling anisotropy (space, spin, field ranks
of 2, 2 and 0), which are omitted here for simplicity.

The spherical ranks listed in Table 1 are defined as follows:
An irreducible spherical tensor of rank l has 2l + 1 compo-
nents, with a component index m running from −l to +l in
integer steps. A rotation interconverts these 2l + 1 components
according to the transformation equation:

R(�)TλmR(�)† =
+l∑

m′=−l

Tλm′Dl
m′m(�) (1)

Here R(�) are rotation operators and Dl
m′m(�) is an ele-

ment of the (2l + 1)-dimensional Wigner matrix. The symbol
� indicates a triplet of Euler angles � = {α, β, γ } defining a
general three-dimensional rotation. Irreducible spherical ten-
sors, Wigner matrices and Euler angles are discussed thor-
oughly in the literature.4 A particularly useful compilation
is given in Ref.53 The article Internal Spin Interactions &
Rotations in Solids, Volume 4, summarizes many key results.

The Wigner elements have the following form:

Dl
m′m(�) = exp{−im′α}dl

m′m(β) exp{−imγ } (2)

where dl
m′m(β) is called a reduced Wigner matrix element.

Although the detailed form of the Wigner matrices and
the spherical tensors depends on the rank, and the approach
appears to be mathematically complicated at first sight, the
transformation properties are always the same, which permits
a universal approach to pulse sequence theory.

2.2 Reference Frames

The discussion of spin interactions in rotating solids is
facilitated by defining a set of reference frames (Figure 1).

2.2.1 The Principal Axis Frame P�

The principal axis frame P � provides the simplest form
of the spin interaction �. For example, consider the through-
space dipole–dipole interaction (DD interaction) between two

bRL

ΩMR

PΛ

ΩΛ
PM

ωr

ΩRLzL zR

L
R

M

Figure 1 Definition of the reference frames in magic-angle spinning
NMR experiments. (Adapted from Ref.82)

spins j and k. The z-axis of the principal axis frame P jk

is oriented along the vector joining the spins j and k. In
this frame, the spherical tensor components with m = ±1 and
m = ±2 vanish, leaving only the m = 0 component. For the
CSA interaction of spin j , the m = ±1 components vanish
in the principal axis frame P j , while the m = 0 and m = ±2
components remain finite.

In general, there are many different spin interactions, and
each one has a different principal axis frame P �.

2.2.2 The Molecular Frame M

The molecular reference frame M is fixed with respect to
the molecular structure. It is usual to transform all of the
different spin interactions into the common reference frame
M before further manipulations are imposed.

A principal axis frame P � is related to the molecular
frame M by a set of three Euler angles, denoted ��

PM =
{α�

PM, β�
PM, γ �

PM}. These Euler angles define the relative
orientation of the frames P � and M . In general, there are
several spin interactions, each with a different set of Euler
angles ��

PM , specifying its orientation with respect to the
common molecular frame M .

2.2.3 The Rotor Frame R

In a spinning solid, the orientation of the molecules with
respect to the rotating sample holder (‘rotor’) is of great
importance. The rotor-fixed frame R is defined such that
its z-axis is along the rotational axis. The Euler angles
�MR = {αMR, βMR, γMR} define the relative orientation of the
molecular reference frame and the rotor frame.

If the sample were a single crystal, with only one molecule
in the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure, then all
molecules in the sample would have the same set of Euler
angles �MR . In practice, the sample usually has an orienta-
tional distribution of some kind, and in the extreme case of a
disordered sample such as a powder, the Euler angles �MR are
distributed randomly. In such cases, the results of experiments
must be analyzed by integrating spin dynamical calculations
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over all possible values of the Euler angles �MR . This is called
powder averaging.

The Euler angle γMR has special significance in the theory
of rotating solids. Molecules which have the same values of
αMR and βMR but different values of γMR are related by a
rotation around the rotor axis. This implies that the mechanical
rotation of the sample causes such molecules to pass through
the same cycle of laboratory frame orientations, but with a
mutual time shift. This concept has been called a carousel,54

since the riders on a playground carousel follow the same
circular path, but are shifted with respect to each other in
time.

In some samples, it is convenient to include one or
more reference frames intermediate between M and R. For
example, in crystalline solids, it is common to define a crystal-
fixed reference frame C, and a set of Euler angles �MC =
{αMC, βMC, γMC} defining the orientations of the molecules
with respect to the crystal axes. If there is more than one
more molecule in the crystal unit cell, then several sets of
Euler angles �MC are needed. The orientation of the crystal
with respect to the rotor is defined through the Euler angles
�CR . In ordered samples such as fibres, on the other hand, it
is useful to define a fibre director axis system D. The Euler
angles �MD relate the molecular axis system M to the fibre
director system D, and a further set of Euler angles �DR relate
the fibre director to the rotor axis. By factorizing the problem
in this way, it is possible to define independent orientation
distributions for the molecules with respect to the fibre, and
for the fibres with respect to the rotor. An example of this
approach is found in Refs.55,56 If the sample is a powder, these
intermediate axis systems are unnecessary, and they will be
omitted in the following discussion.

2.2.4 The Laboratory Frame L

The laboratory frame is chosen so that its z-axis is along
the external magnetic field. The relative orientation of the
sample holder and the field are defined by the Euler angles
�RL = {αRL, βRL, γRL}.

In magic-angle spinning NMR, the sample rotates at a fixed
angular frequency ωr about a fixed axis, subtending the magic
angle θmagic = arctan

√
2 with respect to the magnetic field. In

these circumstances, the relevant Euler angles are given by

αRL = α0
RL − ωr t

βRL = θmagic = arctan
√

2

γRL = arbitrary (3)

Here α0
RL defines the orientation of the rotor at time

point t = 0, which is rigorously defined as the start of signal
acquisition (to be consistent with the normal definition of the
Fourier transform, which involves an integral from t = 0 to
t = ∞). If the rotation of the sample is not synchronized
with the pulse sequence, the angle α0

RL varies randomly from
transient to transient. If necessary, the rotation of the sample
may be synchronized optically with the pulse sequence, so as
to obtain reproducible and controllable values of α0

RL. This is
usually unnecessary in powder samples.

The negative sign in the expression for αRL is consistent
with the usual definition of the Euler angles53 and leads to

a right-handed rotation of the sample in the case that ωr is
positive.

The second Euler angle βRL is the angle between the rotor
axis and the field. For exact magic-angle spinning it is exactly
equal to θmagic, but for other experiments, such as off-axis
spinning, variable-axis spinning, or “zero-field in high-field”
experiments, the angle βRL may take other values. In the rest
of this article, exact MAS is assumed.

In double rotation or dynamical angle spinning experi-
ments,57 – 59 the time-dependence of the Euler angles �RL

is more complicated (see Double Rotation, Volume 3). I
ignore such possibilities here (double rotation may be handled
neatly by introducing an ‘outer rotor’ frame as an intermediate
between R and L).

2.3 Frame Transformations

The following ‘chain rule’ for the Wigner matrices greatly
facilitates the transformations of spin interactions between the
different frames:

Dl(�AB)Dl(�BC) = Dl(�AC) (4)

For example, a given spin interaction � may be transformed
from its principal axis frame into the laboratory frame using
equation (1) and the following chain:

Dl(��
PM)Dl(�MR)Dl(�RL) = Dl(��

PL) (5)

Note the pattern of the subscripts. This notation greatly
facilitates the task of concatenating multiple frame transfor-
mations.

2.4 Rf Euler Angles

The mathematics of spherical tensor rotations may also be
applied to the rotations of the nuclear spin polarizations by
resonant rf fields. In general, a sequence of resonant rf fields
induces a time-dependent rotation of the resonant spins, which
may be expressed as follows:

Urf(t, t
0) = exp{−iαrf(t)Iz} exp{−iβrf(t)Iy} exp{−iγrf(t)Iz} (6)

Here Urf is the propagator under the applied rf fields,
starting from the initial point of the pulse sequence, denoted
t0, up to an arbitrary time t , and {Ix, Iy, Iz} are the total
angular momentum operators of the resonant spin species. In
general, the propagator may be determined by integrating the
Schrödinger equation:

d

dt
Urf(t, t

0) = −iHrf(t)Urf(t, t
0) (7)

under the boundary condition Urf(t
0, t0) = 1. The operator Hrf

is the spin Hamiltonian for the interaction with the rf field, and
depends on the amplitude, phase and frequency of the applied
rf field in the usual way.

In general, the rf Euler angles �rf = {αrf, βrf, γrf} do
not have an obvious relationship with the applied rf pulse
sequence. Nevertheless, these angles provide a convenient way
of defining the symmetry properties of the spins under rf
irradiation, and it is always possible to derive the Euler angle
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trajectory from a given pulse sequence. Furthermore, it also
possible to discover the pulse sequence that provides a desired
trajectory of rf Euler angles.

2.5 Rotational Components

The mechanical rotation of the sample induces a time-dep-
endent trajectory of the Euler angles �RL = {αRL, βRL, γRL},
while the rf pulse sequence induces a time-dependent trajectory
of the Euler angles �rf = {αrf, βrf, γrf}. Suppose that a certain
spin interaction has space rank l and spin rank λ. According
to equation (1), the spatial rotation induces a mixing of
the (2l + 1) space components with m = −l, −l + 1 · · · + l.
Similarly, in the interaction frame of the rf field (see Average
Hamiltonian Theory, Volume 2), the spin rotations induce a
mixing of the (2λ + 1) spin components with µ = −λ, −λ +
1 · · · + λ.

In the presence of sample rotation and resonant rf fields,
each spin interactions may therefore be regarded as a super-
position of (2l + 1) × (2λ + 1) components, characterized by
quantum numbers m and µ:

H� =
+l∑

m=−l

+λ∑
µ=−λ

H�
lmλµ (8)

In the case of exact magic-angle spinning, the components
with l = 2 and m = 0 vanish, due to the following property
of the magic angle:

d2
00(θmagic) = 0 (9)

Explicit expressions for the components H�
lmλµ may be

found in Refs.45,60

A summary of the spin interaction components, in the case
of exact magic-angle spinning, is given in Table 2.

2.6 Symmetry Classes

The space and spin trajectories may be synchronized so
as to generate an average Hamiltonian containing desired
combinations of quantum numbers {l, m, λ, µ} while other
combinations are suppressed.

This is done by setting up periodic symmetry relationships
between the mechanical and rf rotations. Consider two arbi-
trary time points, separated by an interval nτr/N , where n

and N are integers, and τr = |2π/ωr | is the rotational period
of the sample. From equation (3), the continuous rotation of
the sample imposes the following relationship on the spatial
Euler angles:

αRL

(
t + nτr

N

)
= αRL(t) − 2πn

N

βRL

(
t + nτr

N

)
= βRL(t) (10)

The rf pulse sequence imposes similar-looking rules on the
rf Euler angles (equation (6)).

In the case of CNν
n sequences, the following Euler angle

symmetry is imposed:

βrf

(
t + nτr

N

)
= βrf(t)

γrf

(
t + nτr

N

)
= γrf(t) − 2πν

N
(11)

where ν is an integer, possibly different from n.
In the case of RNν

n sequences, the Euler angle symmetry
is slightly different:

βrf

(
t + nτr

N

)
= βrf(t) ± π

γrf

(
t + nτr

N

)
= γrf(t) − 2πν

N
(12)

These symmetries apply to arbitrary time points within the
pulse sequence.

The symbol CNν
n and RNν

n is called the symmetry class of
the rotor-synchronized pulse sequence. The integers N , n and ν

are called the symmetry numbers of the pulse sequence. As will
be seen, the symmetry class defines a set of selection rules for
the average Hamiltonian, which may be used to manipulate the
recoupling and decoupling properties of the pulse sequence.

2.7 Rotor-Synchronized Pulse Sequences

The symmetries in equations (11) and (12) only refer to
two Euler angles; the behavior of the third Euler angle αrf is
left completely free. This freedom implies that there are many
inequivalent ways of implementing equations (11) and (12).
Some simple possibilities are described below.

2.7.1 CN ν
n Sequences

The CNν
n Euler angle symmetries [equations (10) and (11)]

are generated by rotor-synchronized pulse schemes of the
general form shown in Figure 2. The idea is that n rotational
periods of the sample are subdivided into N equal intervals.
Each interval contains a radio frequency pulse sequence which
is a cycle, i.e., it induces a rotation of the nuclear spins
through an integer multiple of 360◦ (including zero). The
radio-frequency phases of subsequent cycles are shifted with
respect to each other by the angle 2πν/N , causing a repeated
incrementation (or decrementation) of the radio-frequency
phase as one proceeds through the sequence. The integers n

and ν may therefore be interpreted as space and spin winding
numbers.39 The sample rotates bodily through n full rotations,
in the same time that it takes the radio-frequency phases to

Table 2 Components of homonuclear spin interactions in the interaction frame of an applied rf field, in the case of
exact magic-angle spinning

Interaction Space rank, l Space components, m Spin rank, λ Spin components, µ

Isotropic chemical shift 0 0 1 {−1, 0, 1}
Chemical shift anisotropy 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 1 {−1, 0, 1}
J -coupling 0 0 0 0
Dipole–dipole coupling 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 0 {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}
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0 1 2 3 N − 1

n complete sample revolutions

n complete phase revolutions

Rf cycle

Rf phase incrementation + 2pn/N

Figure 2 Construction of CNν
n sequences

wrt

wrt

tr

tr

2tr

2tr

3tr

4tr

f

f

0

0

t

tt

t

Spin

Spin

Space

Space

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 Visualization of the symmetry numbers for (a) C71
2

sequences, and (b) C145
4 sequences. The left-hand helices represent

the spatial rotation of the sample as a function of time. The right-hand
helices depict the modulation of the rf phase as a function of time. n
spatial rotations are completed in the same time as ν spin rotations.
The rf phase is modulated in N discrete steps, depicted by the planes
in the right-hand diagrams. (Adapted from Ref.39)

advance through ν full rotations, in N equal steps. This idea
is conveyed for the cases of C71

2 and C145
4 in Figure 3.

These symmetry properties are independent of the internal
structure of the rf cycles, providing that each cycle accom-
plishes a final rotation through an integer multiple of 360◦.

For a proof that sequences with this structure generate the
Euler angle symmetry given in equation (11), see Ref.60

For the sake of concreteness, consider a C71
2 sequence

based upon the cyclic element C = 2700180180900, where ξφ

indicates a rectangular, resonant rf pulse with flip angle ξ and

phase φ, and the angles are written in degrees. The full C71
2

sequence is as follows:

270018018090027051.43180231.439051.43270102.86180282.8690102.86−
270154.29180334.2990154.29270205.7118025.7190205.71−
270257.1418077.1490257.14270308.57180128.5790308.57 (13)

where the pulses are contiguous (no gaps in between). The
rf field amplitude is chosen so that the entire sequence of 21
pulses fits exactly into two complete rotational periods of the
sample. This requires that the spin nutation frequency in the
rf field is exactly seven times the sample spinning frequency.
The sequence in equation (13) is called POST-C7.37

2.7.2 RN ν
n Sequences

A construction scheme for generating sequences with the
Euler angle symmetries in equations (10) and (12) involves
the following steps:

1. Select a sequence of rf pulses which rotates the nuclear
spins through 180◦ about the x-axis. Call this element R.

2. Change the signs of all rf phases within the element R.
Call this phase-inverted element R′.

3. Select the rf amplitude so that N elements R occupy exactly
the same time interval as n rotational periods of the sample.
The number of elements N must be even in the case of RNν

n

symmetry.
4. The RNν

n sequence consists of N/2 pairs of elements
RφR−φ , where φ is an overall phase shift, equal to φ =
πν/N radians.

A simplified diagram of this procedure is shown in Figure 4
(step 2 above is omitted for simplicity). This looks similar to
the set-up for a CNν

n sequence, but with the two differences
that each element provides a 180◦ rotation, rather than a cycle,
and that the rf phase is alternated between two values, rather
than being incremented.

For a proof that sequences with this structure generate the
Euler angle symmetry given in equation (12), see Ref.60

0 1 2 3 N − 1

n complete sample revolutions

Rf phase alternation ± pn/N

p Pulse

Figure 4 Construction of RNν
n sequences
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As a concrete example, suppose that one would like to build
a R189

2 sequence on the composite pulse 9009090900, which is
known to have favorable homonuclear decoupling properties.61

The first step is to establish whether this element induces a
180◦ rotation about the x-axis. This may be tested by rotating
the three spin angular momentum operators, as follows:

Ix

900−−−→ Ix

9090−−−→ −Iz

900−−−→ Iy

Iy

900−−−→ Iz

9090−−−→ Ix

900−−−→ Ix

Iz

900−−−→ −Iy

9090−−−→ −Iy

900−−−→ −Iz (14)

From this it may be seen that the 9009090900 sequence does
transform Iz into −Iz, which is an appropriate property for
a 180◦ rotation about the x-axis, but that it also exchanges
the operators Ix and Iy , which is not appropriate. A little
consideration leads to the conclusion that the 9009090900

sequence implements a rotation by 180◦ about an axis which
is intermediate between the x-axis and the y-axis, i.e., phase
shifted by 45◦. This may also be proved by rotation operator
algebra.62

This defect may be remedied by phase shifting the whole
sequence by −45◦. This leads to the element

R = 90−45904590−45 (15)

which now implements the correct rotation. Changing the sign
of all phases leads to

R′ = 904590−459045 (16)

The desired R189
2 sequence requires additional phase shifts

of φ = ±π × 9/18 radians, or ±90◦. The appropriate elements
are therefore

Rφ = 9045901359045 (17)

and

R′
−φ = 90−4590−13590−45 (18)

The full R189
2 sequence has the following structure:

R189
2(version 1) = {904590135904590−4590−13590−45}9 (19)

where nine repetitions of the bracketed elements occupy
exactly two rotational periods of the sample. If the phases
are restricted to the interval 0–360◦, we get

R189
2(version 1) = {9045901359045903159022590315}9 (20)

If the element R contains no internal phase shifts, or when
it only contains 180◦ phase shifts, then the conversion of R
into R′ may be ignored. For example, if a single 1800 is used
for the element R, then the R189

2 sequence is as follows:

R189
2(version 2) = {18090180270}9 (21)

where nine repetitions of the bracketed elements occupy
exactly two rotational periods of the sample.

Although the construction principles of the RNν
n sequences

appear to be quite complicated, the end result is sometimes
very simple.

2.8 Effective Hamiltonian

In many circumstances, the behavior of the nuclear spins
under a pulse sequence may be described using the theory
described in Average Hamiltonian Theory, Volume 2. Sup-
pose that the pulse sequence starts at time point t0 and lasts
until time point t0 + τ . Suppose also that the period of the
pulse sequence is given by T = nτr , where n is the space wind-
ing number. The propagator for the pulse sequence between
the time points t0 and t0 + τ is written as

U(t0 + τ, t0) ∼= Urf(t
0 + τ, t0) exp{−iH(t0)τ } (22)

where Urf is the propagator for the rf field alone (equation (6)),
H(t0) is the effective Hamiltonian of the internal spin interac-
tions, for a pulse sequence starting at point t0.

In a rotating sample, the effective Hamiltonian depends
upon the starting time point t0, since the orientation of the
sample constantly changes.

The effective Hamiltonian may be approximated using the
Magnus expansion:

H(t0) ∼= H(1)
(t0) + H(2)

(t0) + · · · (23)

where the first two terms are given by

H(1)
(t0) = T −1

∫ t0+T

t0
dt Hint(t)

H(2)
(t0) = (2iT )−1

∫ t0+T

t0
dt2

∫ t2

t0
dt1[Hint(t2),Hint(t1)] (24)

Here Hint is the internal spin Hamiltonian, expressed in
the interaction frame of the rf field. This equation employs a
consistent numbering system for the Magnus expansion terms,
in which the kth Magnus term is proportional to a product
of k Hamiltonians. Much literature uses a more awkward
numbering, in which the indices start at zero.

The term H(1)
is called the average Hamiltonian. The

term H(2)
is called the second-order correction to the average

Hamiltonian, and so on.
If the internal spin Hamiltonian is small compared to the

period T of the pulse sequence, then the average Hamiltonian
expansion may be terminated after the first or second term.

Note that equation (22) represents the propagator over an
arbitrary interval τ , while the average Hamiltonian terms in
equation (24) involve integrals over the full period of the pulse
sequence. This useful approximation allows results derived for
entire periodic pulse sequences to be extended, with caution,
to non-integral numbers of rf cycles. We have generally
found this approximation to work well for the symmetry-based
sequences.
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2.9 First-Order Selection Rules

The interaction frame spin Hamiltonian is a sum of many
rotational components, as in equation (8). The average Hamil-
tonian may therefore be written

H(1)
(t0) =

∑
lmλµ

H(1)

lmλµ(t0) (25)

where

H(1)

lmλµ(t0) = T −1
∫ t0+T

t0
dt Hlmλµ(t) (26)

Each of these components is modulated by the spatial rota-
tion of the sample, and the rotations of the spin polarizations
induced by the rf field. If the pulse sequence is a member
of the CNν

n or RNν
n symmetry classes, then the synchronized

modulations possess the symmetry properties summarized in
equations (10)–(12).

In Refs.45,60 it is shown that these symmetry properties lead
to selection rules on the average Hamiltonian terms:

2.9.1 Selection Rules for CN ν
n Sequences

For CNν
n sequences, the following selection rule applies:

H(1)

lmλµ = 0 if mn − µν �= NZ (27)

where Z is any integer, including zero.

2.9.2 Selection Rules for RN ν
n Sequences

For RNν
n sequences, the following selection rule applies:

H(1)

lmλµ = 0 if mn − µν �= N

2
Zλ (28)

Here Zλ is any integer with the same parity as the spin
rank λ. If λ is even, then Zλ takes the values 0, ±2, ±4, . . ..
If λ is odd, then Zλ takes the values ±1, ±3, ±5, . . ..

Equations (27) and (28) are the central results of symmetry-
based pulse sequence theory. These two simple equations have
wide consequences.

As a first example, consider a pulse sequence with sym-
metry C71

2. Let us examine the fate of double-quantum
dipole–dipole terms with quantum numbers {l, m, λ, µ} =
{2, 1, 2, 2}. Equation (27) states that the average Hamilto-
nian of this term vanishes if the quantity mn − µν is not
equal to an integer multiple of N . Substituting in the val-
ues m = 1, n = 2, µ = 2 and ν = 1 we obtain mn − µν =
(1 × 2) − (2 × 1) = 0. This is an integer multiple of N = 7, so
the term {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, 1, 2, 2} is symmetry allowed. One
cannot be sure whether this term actually exists without further
calculation, but at least symmetry does not exclude it. Consider
now the chemical shift anisotropy term with quantum numbers
{l, m, λ, µ} = {2, −2, 1, 1}. The expression mn − µν eval-
uates to the value mn − µν = ((−2) × 2) − (1 × 1) = −5.
This is not an integer multiple of 7, so this term is symmetry
forbidden in the first-order average Hamiltonian.

Now consider the fate of the same two terms under
the symmetry R187

1, using the rule in equation (28). The
homonuclear dipole–dipole terms have a spin rank λ = 2,

which is even. Equation (28) implies that a dipole–dipole
term is symmetry-forbidden unless mn − µν is equal to an
even multiple of 9. For the term {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, 1, 2, 2}, the
expression mn − µν evaluates to (1 × 1) − (2 × 7) = −13.
This is not an even multiple of 9, so the term {2, 1, 2, 2} is
forbidden under the symmetry R187

1. For the chemical shift
anisotropy term {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, −2, 1, 1}, on the other hand,
the expression mn − µν evaluates to the value mn − µν =
((−2) × 1) − (1 × 7) = −9. This is an odd multiple of 9, and
since the spin rank λ is also odd, this term is symmetry-
allowed.

2.10 Space-Spin Selection Diagrams

The consequences of equations (27) and (28) are conve-
niently evaluated using space-spin selection diagrams (SSS
diagrams). Two examples are given in Figure 5 and 6.

The branching lines in these diagrams show the possible
values of mn − µν for the particular class of spin interaction,
split up into the ‘space’ part mn and the ‘spin’ part µν. The
number of branches depends on the type of spin interaction,
according to Table 2, while the spacing between the branches
depends on the symmetry numbers n and ν. The right-
hand side of each diagram shows a barrier containing holes
spaced by the symmetry number N . Those pathways that are
blocked by the barrier represent values of mn − µν which
do satisfy the inequalities in equations (27) and (28), and
represent components that are symmetry-forbidden. Those
pathways that pass through the holes in the barrier represent
values of mn − µν which do not satisfy the inequalities
in equations (27) and (28), indicating components that are
symmetry-allowed. The SSS diagrams allow the consequences
of the inequalities in equations (27) and (28) to be visualized
clearly.

The positions of the holes depend on the symmetry class.
For the CNν

n class of symmetries, the holes in the barrier occur
at levels 0, ±N , ±2N, . . .. For the RNν

n class of symmetries,
the positions of the holes depends on whether the spin rank λ

is even or odd. For even ranks, the holes occur at levels 0, ±N ,
±2N, . . ., as in the case of CNν

n symmetries. For odd ranks, on
the other hand, the holes occur at levels ±N/2, ±3N/2, . . .,
where N/2 is an integer, since N is even.

2.10.1 SSS Diagrams for C7 1
2 Symmetry

The behavior of the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) terms
under C71

2 symmetry is shown in Figure 5(a). There are
four branches in the space part, corresponding to the m =
{−2, −1, 1, 2} components indicated in Table 2. For clarity,
only the branches with m ≤ 0 are shown: the branches
with negative m are mirror images. The m = 0 component
vanishes in the case of exact magic-angle spinning. The ‘space’
branches are spaced vertically by two units, according to the
winding number n = 2. Each of these branches splits into three
spin components, with indices µ = {−1, 0, 1}, and spaced
vertically by one unit, according to the winding number ν = 1.
Since the value of N is 7, the barrier on the right contains
holes at levels 0, ±7, ±14, . . .. There are no CSA pathways
which pass through these holes, indicating that the average
Hamiltonian contains no CSA terms. The SSS diagram shows
immediately that the pulse sequence is compensated for the
effects of CSA, to first order.
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DD

CSA

(a)

(b)

(c)

Isotropic
shift

m = 2
m = −1

m = −2

m = −1

n = 1

m = 1

m = 2

n = 1

n = 1

m = 1

N = 7

N = 7

N = 7

n = 2

m = 2

m = 1

n = 2

Figure 5 Space-spin selection diagram for C71
2 symmetry, omitting

components with m < 0. (a) Behavior of the CSA terms. All
terms are symmetry-forbidden. (b) Behavior of the homonuclear
DD coupling terms. The component {l, m, λ,µ} = {2, 1, 2, 2} is
symmetry-allowed. (c) Behavior of the isotropic chemical shift terms.
The component {l, m, λ,µ} = {0, 0, 1, 0} is symmetry-allowed

The behavior of the dipole–dipole coupling (DD) terms
under C71

2 symmetry is shown in Figure 5(b). Here too there
are four branches in the space part, corresponding to the
m = {−2, −1, 1, 2} components in Table 2. Only the branches
with non-negative m are shown, for the sake of clarity. Each
of the space branches splits into five spin branches, with
indices µ = {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}. As may be seen, the branch
with {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, 1, 2, 2} passes through a hole in the
barrier, indicating that this component is symmetry-allowed.
The mirror-image branch with {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, −1, 2, −2} is
also symmetry-allowed (not shown).

Since all the CSA terms are symmetry-forbidden, and the
only symmetry-allowed DD terms have quantum numbers
µ = ±2, sequences with the symmetry C71

2 behave as CSA-
compensated double-quantum recoupling sequences.

Now consider the SSS diagram for isotropic chemical shift

(a)

(b)

(c)

Isotropic
shift

DD

N = 18

n = 7

CSA N = 18

n = 7

n = 1

N = 18

n = 7

n = 1

Figure 6 Space-spin selection diagram for R187
1 symmetry, omitting

components with m < 0. (a) Behavior of the CSA terms. The compo-
nent {l, m, λ,µ} = {2, 2, 1,−1} is symmetry-allowed. (b) Behavior of
the homonuclear DD coupling terms. All components are symmetry-
forbidden. (c) Behavior of the isotropic chemical shift terms. All
components are symmetry-forbidden. Note that the positions of the
holes change, depending on whether the spin rank λ is odd or even

terms, shown in Figure 5(c). Since the space and spin ranks are
l = 0 and λ = 1, there is one space component, with m = 0,
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and three spin components, with µ = {−1, 0, 1}. The SSS dia-
gram shows that the isotropic shift component {l, m, λ, µ} =
{0, 0, 1, 0} is symmetry-allowed under C71

2 symmetry. This
implies that C71

2 sequences are vulnerable to isotropic chem-
ical shifts, unless additional precautions are taken. We return
to this issue later.

2.10.2 SSS Diagrams for R18 7
1 Symmetry

The behavior of the CSA terms under R187
1 symmetry is

shown in Figure 6(a). The left-hand side shows the two space
branches with m = 1 and 2. The m = 0 component vanishes
in the case of exact magic-angle spinning. The space branches
are spaced vertically by 1 unit, according to the winding
number n = 1. Each branch splits into three spin components,
with indices µ = {−1, 0, 1}, and spaced vertically by 7 units,
according to the winding number ν = 7. Since the spin rank λ

of the CSA terms is equal to 1, which is an odd number, the
barrier on the right contains holes at odd multiples of N/2,
which is equal to 9 in this case. The holes in the barrier are
therefore at levels ±9, ±27, . . .. As may be seen, the CSA
term {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, 2, 1, −1} passes through a hole, which
indicates that R187

1 symmetry is a CSA recoupling sequence.
The behavior of the DD terms under R187

1 symmetry
is shown in Figure 6(b). The space branches with m = 1
and 2 split into five spin components, with indices µ =
{−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}. In the case of DD couplings, the spin rank
λ is equal to 2, which is an even number. As a result, the
barrier on the right contains holes at even multiples of 9, i.e.,
0, ±18, ±36, . . .. As may be seen, the barrier blocks all of the
DD terms. This indicates that sequences with R187

1 symmetry
are insensitive to homonuclear dipole–dipole couplings, to first
order.

The behavior of the isotropic chemical shift terms under
R187

1 symmetry is shown in Figure 6(c). None of the three
components with m = 0 and µ = {−1, 0, 1} pass through the
barrier. This indicates that sequences with R187

1 symmetry are
insensitive to isotropic chemical shifts, to first order.

One may conclude that R187
1 sequences accomplish recou-

pling of the CSA interactions, compensated to first order for
homonuclear DD couplings and isotropic chemical shifts.

2.11 Higher-Order Selection Rules

In many cases, the first-order Magnus term (the average
Hamiltonian) is not a sufficiently good approximation to
the effective Hamiltonian of a pulse sequence. Although

the higher-order correction terms H(2)
,H(3)

, . . . are more
complicated than the first-order terms, they are also subject
to selection rules in the case of pulse sequence symmetry.

By analogy with equation (25), the second-order term

H(2)
may be written as a superposition of many rotational

components:

H(2)
(t0) =

∑
l2m2λ2µ2

∑
l1m1λ1µ1

H(2)

l2m2λ2µ2,l1m1λ1µ1
(t0) (29)

where each component is given by

H(2)

l2m2λ2µ2,l1m1λ1µ1
(t0)

= (2iT )−1
∫ t0+T

t0
dt2

∫ t2

t0
dt1[Hl2m2λ2µ2 (t2),Hl1m1λ1µ1 (t1)] (30)

The horrifying complexity is moderated by the following
selection rules:

For CNν
n sequences, the following selection rule applies:

H(2)

l2m2λ2µ2,l1m1λ1µ1
= 0 if




m2n − µ2ν �= NZ

AND
m1n − µ1ν �= NZ

AND
(m2 + m1)n − (µ2 + µ1)ν �= NZ

(31)

where Z is any integer, including zero.
For RNν

n sequences, the following selection rule applies:

H(2)

l2m2λ2µ2,l1m1λ1µ1
= 0 if




m2n − µ2ν �= N

2
Zλ2

AND

m1n − µ1ν �= N

2
Zλ1

AND

(m2 + m1)n − (µ2 + µ1)ν �= N

2
Zλ2+λ1

(32)

where Zλ2 is an integer with the same parity as λ2, Zλ1 is an
integer with the same parity as λ1, and Zλ2+λ1 is an integer
with the same parity as λ2 + λ1.

These selection rules are proved in Refs.45,60

Although the second-order selection rules do not usually
allow the elimination of all undesirable terms, they do greatly
reduce the labor required to evaluate the terms. For example, in

general, there are 208 components to the H(2)
term involving

commutators of dipole–dipole coupling and CSA interactions.
In the presence of a R146

2 sequence, only 16 of these are
symmetry-allowed.

The R-sequence selection rule equation (32) is more restric-
tive than that for C-sequences equation (31). As a result, R-
sequences tend to have smaller numbers of higher-order terms
than C-sequences, which often translates into improved per-
formance.

The second-order selection rules allow a straightforward
count of the number of symmetry-allowed terms of a particular
type. Higher-order term counts may be used to get a feel
for the qualitative performance of a particular symmetry,
without performing detailed calculations.41,45 However, this
rather crude criterion should not be relied on completely.

It is possible to extend these second-order selection rules
to arbitrarily high orders.45

2.12 Scaling Factors

The selection rules provide information on which terms are
symmetry-forbidden. However, they provide no information
on the magnitude of the symmetry-allowed terms.

In general, the form of a symmetry-allowed first-order term
is as follows:

H�

lmλµ(t0) = κlmλµ[A�
lm]R exp{−im(α0

RL − ωr t
0)}T �

λµ (33)

where [Alm
� ]R is a component of the spatial tensor of interaction

�, expressed in the rotor-fixed frame R, and T �
λµ is a

component of the spin tensor of interaction �, expressed in
the laboratory frame. The factor κlmλµ is called the scaling
factor of the pulse sequence, and depends upon the symmetry
class, as well as the detailed structure of the basic element
upon which the pulse sequence is built.
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The scaling factor may be a complex number. Its magnitude
is always less than one, which indicates that the suppression
of unwanted terms is always accompanied by a reduction in
the magnitude of the symmetry-allowed terms.

2.12.1 Scaling Factor Formulae

General formulae for the scaling factors are given in Ref.60

In the case of CNν
n sequences, the scaling factor for a

symmetry-allowed term {l, m, λ, µ} is given by

κlmλµ =

τ−1dl
m0(βRL)

∫ τ

0
dt dλ

µ0(−βrf(t)) exp{i(µγrf(t) + mωr t)} (34)

where τ = nτr/N is the duration of a basic element C, τr =
|2π/ωr | is a rotor period, and βrf(t) and γrf(t) are rf Euler
angles [equation (6)]. The basic element C is assumed to
extend from time t = 0 to t = τ .

In the case of RNν
n sequences, the scaling factor is given

by

κlmλµ = τ−1dl
m0(βRL)

×
∫ τ

0
dt dλ

µ0(−βrf(t)) exp{i(µγrf(t) − µ
πν

N
+ mωrt)} (35)

There is an extra complex factor in this case, since the
first element of a RNν

n sequence is not the same as the basic
element.

The scaling factor is calculated most readily if the basic
elements of the pulse sequence do not contain any rf phase
shifts, or if the phase shifts are integer multiples of 180◦.
This is the case of amplitude-modulated basic elements. For
example, C = 2700180180900 is an amplitude-modulated basic
element, while R = 90−45904590−45 is a phase-modulated
basic element. In the case of amplitude-modulated basic
elements, the rf Euler angles are given by

βrf(t) =
∫ t

0
dt ′ωnut(t

′)

γrf(t) = π/2 (36)

where ωnut is the amplitude of the rf field, expressed as
a nutation frequency (180◦ phase shifts may be taken into
account by reversing the sign of ωnut).

The calculation of the scaling factor is more difficult if the
basic element is phase modulated. General formulae are given
in Ref.60 Andreas Brinkmann has written a Mathematica63 pro-
gram which provides the scaling factors of general sequences
of rectangular pulses. The program is available on the web
(http://www.soton.ac.uk/∼mhl).

2.12.2 Physical Interpretation

The formulae for the scaling factor, equations (34) and (35)
contain three factors. The first term, dl

m0(βRL) is purely spatial,
and concerns the transformation of spatial rank-l tensors by the
physical rotation of the sample. This term depends on the tilt
of the rotation axis with respect to the magnetic field. The
second term dλ

µ0(−βrf(t)) corresponds to the time-dependent
transformation of rank-λ spin operators by the rf field. The

third term (the complex exponential factor) takes into account
the physical rotation of the sample within the duration of
each pulse sequence element. The formula for the R-sequence
scaling factor, equation (35), contains a further phase factor,
which arises because the first element of a R-sequence is phase
shifted with respect to the basic element R.

In general, it is desirable that the magnitude of κlmλµ is as
large as possible. It helps if one develops a physical feel of
how κlmλµ is generated.

In most cases, the angle βRL is equal to the magic angle,
so that the first term dl

m0(βRL) is not open to manipulation
(an exception is provided by the ‘zero-field in high-field’
pulse sequences, where the choice of the spinning angle is
an important element of the pulse sequence design).

In many cases, the symmetry number N is much larger
than n. In this case, the duration of each element is much less
than a rotor period, and it is possible to ignore the rotation
of the sample during the individual rf elements, as a first
approximation. This corresponds to the neglect of the mωrt

terms in equations (34) and (35). This is called the quasi-static
approximation.

In the quasi-static limit, only the rf rotations affect the
accumulating time average of Tλµ spin operators. For example,
consider the problem of double-quantum recoupling. The
relevant Wigner element in this case is d2

20(βrf), which is
proportional to sin2(βrf). This term is always positive, and
is maximized at βrf = 90◦ and βrf = 270◦. It follows that the
main contributions to the scaling factor are obtained when the
Euler angle βrf is close to the values 90◦ or 270◦. At the same
time, the Euler angle γrf should be kept fixed. As shown in
equation (36), this may be ensured by using an amplitude-
modulated basic element.

The simplest cyclic element is C = 3600. The rotation
under this pulse takes the Euler angle βrf linearly from 0
to 360◦. Double-quantum excitation is accomplished near
the ‘hot spots’ at βrf = 90◦ and βrf = 270◦. No double-
quantum excitation is achieved, on the other hand, at the
‘cold spots’ βrf = 0 and βrf = 180◦. The element C = 3600

spends equal time near the ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ spots. Nevertheless,
the appropriate Wigner element is always positive, so the
scaling factor is satisfactory (|κ2122| = 0.157 for the case of
C71

2 symmetry).
The scaling factor may be improved by turning the rf field

off near the ‘hot spots’ βrf = 90◦ and βrf = 270◦, allowing
the double-quantum operators more time to accumulate. An
example of this technique is given by the sequence

C = 900 − τω − 1800 − τω − 900 (37)

where the ‘window’ duration τω is selected so that the overall
element occupies an interval τ = nτr/N . In the limit of
infinitely strong and short pulses, the element in equation (37)
provides a greatly improved scaling factor of |κ2122| = 0.308
for the case of C71

2 symmetry. Although the scaling factor may
be increased by introducing windows, this method has not been
used very often, perhaps because the strong rf pulses make the
problem of proton decoupling more acute (see below).

In practice, it is common to use elements which are
locally compensated for rf inhomogeneity. This improves the
robustness of the pulse sequence to rf amplitude deviations.
The original version of the C7 pulse sequence used the locally-
compensated element C = 3600360180 in a C71

2 symmetry
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scheme.36 In this case, each of the double-quantum ‘hot spots’
at βrf = 90◦ and βrf = 270◦ are traversed twice during each
element. The scaling factor of |κ2122| = 0.155 is almost the
same as for the simple element C = 3600, which has |κ2122| =
0.157. The values are slightly different because of the rotation
of the sample during the rf element.

In the quasi-static limit, the efficiency of double-quantum
recoupling is greatly reduced if the Euler angle γrf is allowed to
vary. For example, the scaling factor for the phase-modulated
element C = 3600360120360240 is given by |κ2122| = 0.047 in
the case of C71

2 symmetry.
If the values of N and n are comparable, the quasi-static

approximation breaks down. In this case, it is necessary to
think much more carefully about how the physical rotation
of the sample and the spin rotations combine. Amplitude-
modulated elements are no longer optimal as far as the scaling
factor is concerned. For example, consider the symmetry C71

5,
which provides similar selection rules to C71

2 (except that
the {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 2, ∓2} terms are selected, rather
than {2, ±1, 2, ±2}). In the case of C71

5 symmetry, the
scaling factor for the allowed term {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, 1, 2, −2}
is given by |κ212−2| = 0.064 for the amplitude-modulated
standard element C = 3600360180. This low scaling factor is
due to the considerable rotation of the sample during the
C element, leading to a strong variation of the ωrt term in
equation (34).39,40 The scaling factor may be greatly improved
by using the phase-modulated element C = 3600360120360240.
For the case of C71

5 symmetry, one obtains the value |κ212−2| =
0.144.39 The improvement in scaling factor arises because
the modulations of the Euler angle γrf due to the rf phase
shifts compensate the modulation of the ωrt term, to a good
approximation. Note that the phase shifts must be performed
in the correct sense: The scaling factor for the element
C = 3600360240360120, in the case of C71

5 symmetry, is only
|κ212−2| = 0.044.

In some cases, pulse sequences work even if the scaling
factor is very small. For example, the most commonly-
used version of the RFDR pulse sequence33,34 employs XY
phase cycling and conforms to R41

4 symmetry. This symmetry
is appropriate for zero-quantum DD recoupling, since it
allows the homonuclear DD terms {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 2, 0}
and {2, ±2, 2, 0}, while suppressing other DD terms and all
chemical shift terms. However, the first reports of this pulse
sequence used an R element consisting of a strong 180◦ pulse
followed by a ‘window’ in which the rf field is turned off. This
is a puzzling choice of basic element, since the scaling factors
for all symmetry-allowed DD terms vanish if the rf pulses are
infinitely short. In fact, this pulse sequence reasonably well
because the rf pulses always have a finite duration, so that
the scaling factor is small but finite. In addition, J -couplings
and higher-order effects play a role. Recent implementations
of RFDR take a more sophisticated approach.64,65

2.12.3 Vanishing Scaling Factors

In many cases, the scaling factors for some symmetry-
allowed terms are deliberately set to zero. For example,
the symmetry C71

2 allows the isotropic chemical shift term
{l, m, λ, µ} = {0, 0, 1, 0}. Pulse sequences with this symmetry
are therefore vulnerable to isotropic shift variations. The basic
elements C = 3600, 3600360180 and 9003601802700 set the scal-
ing factor κ0010 to zero, compensating these pulse sequences

for isotropic chemical shifts or resonance offset effects. R-
symmetries such as R146

2 do not need this precaution, since
all isotropic chemical shift terms are symmetry-forbidden in
this case.

Another example is provided by the MELODRAMA
sequence for homonuclear dipolar recoupling.66 Some versions
of this sequence are based on C41

1 symmetry. In these cases,
the isotropic shift term {l, m, λ, µ} = {0, 0, 1, 0} is symmetry-
allowed, but may be suppressed by using basic elements of
the form C = (360k)0, where k is an integer. Other versions
of the MELODRAMA sequence66 have R41

1 symmetry, which
suppresses all isotropic shift terms without extra precautions.
None of these symmetries, however, remove all of the CSA
terms.

The recently-described C-REDOR sequences67 are remark-
able examples of how the basic element may be designed
so as to destroy undesirable symmetry-allowed terms. The
main variants of C-REDOR sequences are based upon C31

3
and C71

7 symmetry. These symmetries allow CSA terms of
the form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±2, 1, 0} and {2, ±1, 1, 0}, the
isotropic shift term {0, 0, 1, 0}, and also the homonuclear DD
coupling terms {2, ±2, 2, 0} and {2, ±1, 2, 0}. However, by
choosing a basic element C = 9003601802700, the scaling fac-
tors of all terms vanish, except for those belonging to the CSA
terms {2, ±1, 1, 0}. These sequences may therefore be used to
selectively recouple CSA terms while suppressing the isotropic
chemical shifts and homonuclear DD couplings. C-REDOR
has been applied to the selective recoupling of heteronuclear
DD interactions,67 which behave in the same way as the CSA
terms, if the rf field is resonant with only one spin species (see
below).

The vanishing scaling factors of certain terms under specific
pulse sequences is probably due to additional symmetries. This
is a promising area for further theory.

2.13 Orientation Dependence

In most cases, the magnitudes of the recoupled spin inter-
actions depend on the orientation of the molecular reference
frame with respect to the rotor. The only exceptions are
when isotropic spin interactions such as the J -coupling or the
isotropic chemical shift are selected, or in the special case of
‘zero-field in high-field’ experiments.28,29

The orientation-dependence of the recoupled spin interac-
tions creates both problems and opportunities. A powerful
feature of the symmetry theory is that it allows the form of
the orientation-dependence to be manipulated qualitatively by
choosing certain combinations of symmetry numbers.

The recoupled spin Hamiltonian in equation (33) is propor-
tional to the spatial tensor component in the rotor-fixed frame,
defined through the transformation chain

[A�
lm]R =

∑
m′′,m′

[A�
lm′′ ]P Dl

m′′m′ (�
�
PM)Dl

m′m(�MR) (38)

Here [A�
lm]P are components of the spatial tensor,

expressed in its own principal axis frame. The expression
in equation (38) depends on the three Euler angles �MR =
{αMR, βMR, γMR} defining the orientation of the molecular
reference frame with respect to the rotor frame. In general,
the recoupled spin Hamiltonian is anisotropic, and depends
upon all three orientational Euler angles.
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2.13.1 γ -Encoding

Suppose that a particular set of quantum numbers
{l, m, λ, µ} is symmetry-allowed in the average Hamiltonian.
The spatial Wigner element has the following form:

Dl
m′m(�MR) = exp{−im′αMR}dl

m′m(βMR) exp{−imγMR} (39)

This may be combined with equation (33) to show how
a single recoupled term depends upon the Euler angle γMR ,
the time point t0 at which the symmetry-based pulse sequence
starts, and the rotor Euler angle α0

RL at the time point t = 0:

H�

lmλµ(γMR, t0, α0
RL) = H�

lmλµ(0, 0, 0)

× exp{−im(γMR + α0
RL − ωr t

0)} (40)

The three parameters γMR , t0 and α0
RL may be included in

a single complex phase factor.
It follows that only the phase, and not the magnitude, of

the single term H�

lmλµ depends on the orientational Euler angle
γMR . This property is termed γ -encoding of the recoupled term

H�

lmλµ.

In general, there are several symmetry-allowed terms H�

lmλµ

with the same value of l, λ and µ but different values of m.
Each of these terms contains the same spin operator T �

λµ, but
with a different spatial coefficient. These multiple coefficients
interfere in a complicated way. As a result, the complete
recoupled spin Hamiltonian is usually not γ -encoded.

It is possible to maintain γ -encoding of the entire recou-
pled Hamiltonian, by imposing a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the symmetry-allowed spatial quantum num-
bers {l, m} and the symmetry-allowed spin quantum numbers
{λ, µ}. This prevents the interference of terms with the same
value of µ but different values of m.

For example, consider the symmetry C61
2. This leads to

double-quantum recoupling of the DD terms, with suppression
of all CSA terms to first order. The symmetry-allowed DD
terms have the quantum numbers {2, −2, 2, 2}, {2, −1, 2, −2},
{2, 1, 2, 2} and {2, 2, 2, −2}. The average Hamiltonian is not
γ -encoded, since each spin term µ = 2 is associated with two
spatial components, m = −2 and m = 1.

If the symmetry number N is increased from 6 to 7, the
symmetry C71

2 is generated, which only allows the DD terms
{2, −1, 2, −2} and {2, 1, 2, 2}. Since each spin component
is now associated with only a single spatial component, the
recoupled spin Hamiltonian is γ -encoded. Some of the success
of the C7 pulse sequence and its variants may be attributed to
the γ -encoding of the average Hamiltonian. For example, the
theoretical maximum efficiency of double-quantum filtering
experiments is usually increased by around 20% by using
a γ -encoded pulse sequence.36 In addition, γ -encoded pulse
sequences enjoy much greater freedom in the relative timing
of the pulse sequence and the sample rotation (see below).

The orientation-dependence of γ -encoded and non-γ -
encoded sequences are contrasted in Figure 7. For γ -encoded
sequences, the magnitude of the recoupled Hamiltonian is
cylindrically symmetrical around the sample rotation axis.

2.13.2 Non-γ -Encoded Sequences

Although γ -encoding is generally a positive feature, it does
have some disadvantages. As explained above, γ -encoding is

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7 Polar plots showing the orientation-dependence of dif-
ferent dipolar recoupling sequences with respect to the magic-angle
rotation axis (solid arrow). The direction of the external field is ver-
tical. In each case, the magnitude of the recoupled Hamiltonian for a
given orientation of the internuclear vector is proportional to the dis-
tance from the origin to the surface, in the direction of the vector. (a)
γ -encoded recoupling of m = ±1 terms; (b) γ -encoded recoupling of
m = ±2 terms; (c) non-γ -encoded recoupling

generally imposed by eliminating some components of the
average Hamiltonian. This enhanced selectivity is generally
accompanied by a reduction in the overall magnitude of the
recoupled Hamiltonian. In some cases, for example in long-
range distance measurements, this is a disadvantage, since
the recoupled interactions compete with relaxation and other
loss processes. As a result, non-γ -encoded pulse sequences
are sometimes preferable if the largest possible recoupled
Hamiltonian is required, and its orientation-dependence is of
lesser importance.

The complicated orientation-dependence of non-γ -encoded
sequences may also be put to good use. Spiess and co-
workers68,69 have shown that the orientation-dependence
generates characteristic signal modulations in certain two-
dimensional experiments. These modulations may be matched
with simulations in order to obtain structural information such
as internuclear distances. In these applications, the recoupling
pulse sequence must not be γ -encoded.

A further disadvantage of γ -encoding is that the construc-
tion of compensated supercycles is more difficult.

Some recoupled Hamiltonians cannot be γ -encoded within
the framework of the symmetry theory described here. For
example, consider the problem of zero-quantum recoupling in
the presence of MAS. Since the selection rules are invariant to
an overall sign change, it is not possible to allow terms of the
form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, m, 2, 0} without also allowing terms
of the form {2, −m, 2, 0}. Since the µ = 0 term is associated
with two spatial terms ±m, the resulting Hamiltonian is not
γ -encoded. If desired, a γ -encoded zero-quantum DD Hamil-
tonian may be generated by rotational resonance,70 – 72 which
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is based on different principles (see Rotational Resonance in
Biology, Volume 7).

2.13.3 β-Dependence

Consider the γ -encoded recoupling of dipole–dipole inter-
actions between two spins j and k. Since the DD interaction
is symmetrical, the tensor components [Ajk

2m]P , written in the
principal axis system of the DD interaction, vanish for the
case m �= 0. From equation (33), the recoupled DD interaction
between spins j and k has the form

Hjk

2m2µ(t0) = κ2m2µ[Ajk

20]P d2
0m(β

jk

PR)

× exp{−im(γ
jk

PR + α0
RL − ωr t

0)}T jk

2µ (41)

Here β
jk

PR and γ
jk

PR are Euler angles relating the principal
axis frame of the DD interaction to the rotor-fixed frame. For
example, β

jk

PR is the angle subtended by the internuclear j → k

vector and the rotation axis of the sample.
If the sequence implements γ -encoded recoupling, then

equation (41) contains the entire orientation-dependence of
the T

jk

2µ spin operator. As may be seen, the magnitude of

the recoupled Hamiltonian depends on β
jk

PR according to the
reduced Wigner function d2

0m(β
jk

PR).
The relevant functions have the following form:

d2
00(β) = 1

2
(3 cos2 β − 1)

d2
0±1(β) = ±

√
3

8
sin 2β

d2
0±2(β) =

√
3

8
sin2 β (42)

The type of orientation-dependence may be selected by
choosing the m-value of the symmetry-allowed component.

For example, consider the double-quantum recoupling
sequences with symmetry C71

2. As discussed above, this sym-
metry implements γ -encoded recoupling with selection of the
{l, m, λ, µ} = {2, 1, 2, 2} and {2, −1, 2, −2} terms. Since the
m = ±1 terms are symmetry-allowed, the magnitude of the
recoupled Hamiltonian is proportional to d2

01(β
jk

PR), and hence
depends upon orientation according to the function sin(2β

jk

PR).
The recoupling effect is maximized at the angles β

jk

PR = 45◦

and 135◦, and vanishes at the orientations β
jk

PR = 0 or 180◦

(internuclear vector along the spinning axis) and also β
jk

PR =
90◦ (internuclear vector perpendicular to the spinning axis).
A sketch of the orientation dependence of the C71

2 recoupled
Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 7(a).

The symmetry C81
3, on the other hand, implements

γ -encoded double-quantum recoupling with selection of the
terms {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, −2, 2, 2} and {2, 2, 2, −2}. In this
case, the magnitude of the recoupled Hamiltonian is pro-
portional to d2

02(β
jk

PR), and hence depends upon orientation
according to the function sin2(β

jk

PR). In this case, the recou-
pling effect is maximized at the angle β

jk

PR = π/2 (internuclear
vector perpendicular to the spinning axis) and vanishes for the
angles β

jk

PR = 0 and π (internuclear vector parallel to the spin-
ning axis). A sketch of the orientation dependence of the C81

3
recoupled Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 7(b).

These orientation-dependences may be exploited in the
magic-angle spinning of oriented materials.55,56,73 – 75 Glaubitz
has proposed a series of different recoupling experiments, in
order to deduce the angles subtended by internuclear vectors
and the spinning axis with a minimum of ambiguity.75 This
should enhance the molecular structural information which
may be obtained from the magic-angle spinning NMR of
oriented samples.

The symmetry-aided manipulation of orientation-depen-
dence may also be useful in the NMR of disordered sam-
ples such as powders. It is possible to gain information on
the relative orientation of pairs of interactions by correlat-
ing them with each other using multiple-dimensional NMR
methods.43,44,76 – 81 It should be possible to enhance the infor-
mation content of such experiments, and resolve ambiguities,
by using combinations of recoupling symmetries applied in
different time intervals of a multidimensional experiment. At
the moment, such experiments are still in the planning stage.

2.14 Phase-Time Relationships

The spin tensors transform in the following way when
rotated about the z-axis:

exp{−iφIz}T �
λµ exp{−iφIz} = T �

λµ exp{−iµφ} (43)

This equation may be combined with equation (40) to
obtain the dependence of a recoupled Hamiltonian term on
the orientational angles γMR and α0

RL, the rf phase φ, and the
initial time point t0:

H�

lmλµ(γMR, t0, α0
RL, φ) = H�

lmλµ(0, 0, 0, 0)

× exp{−i[m(γMR + α0
RL − ωr t

0) + µφ]} (44)

As discussed in Ref.82, this relationship may be used to
remove the dependence of the recoupled Hamiltonian on the
initial time point t0. The desired effect is achieved for the
case µ �= 0 by shifting the overall rf phase according to the
formula:

φ = m

µ
ωrt

0 (45)

If this is done, then the average Hamiltonian term H�

lmλµ

is independent of the initial time point t0 at which the
pulse sequence starts. Equation (45) is called a phase-time
relationship.

In general, the recoupled Hamiltonian contains many
symmetry-allowed terms, which may have different ratios of
m and µ. If that is the case, then the formula in equation (45)
cannot be implemented simultaneously for all of them, and it
is impossible to compensate the full recoupled Hamiltonian
for a change in the timing by a shift in the rf phase. This is
clearly the case if the sequence is not γ -encoded.

If the sequence is γ -encoded, and if all the symmetry-
allowed terms have the same ratio m/µ, then the pulse
sequence may be applied at arbitrary time points in a pulse
sequence, providing the overall rf phase is adjusted according
to equation (45). This is an important practical principle of
γ -encoded recoupling sequences, which has been applied in
many different experimental contexts.39,60,79,82 – 84
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A typical application is two-dimensional double-quantum
spectroscopy. The pulse sequence consists of a preparation
period, which may consist of a CNν

n recoupling sequence,
followed by a variable evolution interval t1, followed by a
mixing interval, which might be a second CNν

n sequence,
followed by signal detection.

In solution NMR, it is possible to vary the evolution interval
t1 in arbitrarily small steps, in order to obtain a sufficiently
large spectral bandwidth in the double-quantum dimension.
This is because the operation of the preparation and mixing
sequences is independent of the times at which they are
applied.

In magic-angle-spinning solid-state NMR, on the other
hand, the situation is completely different, since the rotation
of the sample modulates the spin Hamiltonian during the
pulse sequence. In general, the average Hamiltonian generated
by the second recoupling sequence depends on the time at
which it is applied, and hence on the interval t1. As a result,
multi-dimensional experiments often display strong periodic
modulations in the indirectly-detected dimension, which are
due to the rotation of the sample during t1 (see Double-
Quantum NMR Spectroscopy of Dipolar Coupled Spins
Under Fast Magic-Angle Spinning). It is easy to misinterpret
these modulations as being due to the evolution of coherences
in the interval t1.

If the sequence is not γ -encoded, the only way to avoid
these orientational modulations is to restrict t1 to be integer
multiples of a rotor period, so that the sample has the same
orientation at the beginning and end of the evolution interval.
However, this is a very strong restriction which in many cases
greatly cramps the spectral width.

However, if the sequence is γ -encoded, and if all
symmetry-allowed terms have the same ratio m/µ, then it is
possible to vary the evolution interval completely freely by
coupling the rf phase to the timing, according to the phase-time
relationship equation (45). This allows multiple-quantum spec-
troscopy with an arbitrarily large bandwidth in the indirectly-
detected dimension. Examples, including explicit formulae for
the radio-frequency phases, are given in Refs.39,60,79,82 – 84

2.15 Incomplete Cycles

As mentioned before, the average Hamiltonian theory is
strictly valid only for integer multiples of complete CNν

n

or RNν
n cycles, i.e., complete multiples of n rotor periods.

However, in most cases, the theory seems to work very well
even when the full cycles are not completed. This allows a
further degree of freedom in experimental design, since it
becomes possible to adjust the recoupling intervals in relatively
fine time steps.

This is an important advantage in experiments which aim to
measure the magnitude of recoupled interactions. A fine time
resolution of the recoupling interval is often a prerequisite for
obtaining a result of the desired accuracy. Fine time resolution
also makes it easier to maximize signal strength in multiple-
quantum-filtering experiments.

There is an important complication associated with the use
of incomplete recoupling cycles. In general, the pulse sequence
propagator under a recoupling sequence is the product of
two terms (equation (22)). The first term is the propagator
for the rf field under the pulse sequence, while the second
term concerns the average Hamiltonian of the internal spin

interactions, which is subject to the selection rules discussed
above. In the case of complete CNν

n or RNν
n sequences, the

first term may be omitted, since the complete sequence behaves
as a cycle, with an rf propagator proportional to the unity
operator. However, this is not always the case for incomplete
pulse sequences.

The CNν
n sequences present few problems in this respect,

since the rf propagator for an incomplete CNν
n sequence is

still proportional to the unity operator, providing that integer
numbers of C elements are completed. As a result, only the
average Hamiltonian must be taken into account for integer
multiples of C elements.

Matters are more complicated for RNν
n sequences. If q

elements R are completed, the rf propagator is given by

Urf(t
0 + qτR, t0) = exp{−i2qφIz} exp{−iqπIx} (46)

where Ix and Iz is the longitudinal angular momentum operator
of the irradiated spins, and the phase φ is given ideally by
φ = πν/N . The duration of each element is τR = nτr/N ,
where τr is a rotor cycle.

In the case of even q, the rf propagator leads to an additional
z-rotation of the spin operators, which must be taken into
account by a compensatory rf phase shift of subsequent rf
pulses. This phase shift must be added to the phase shifts
imposed by the phase-time relationships, described above,
as well as any phase shifts required in the phase cycling
procedure, used to select NMR signals passing through certain
orders of spin coherence.

In the case of odd q, there is a rotation of the spins by
an odd multiple of π about the x-axis, as well as the phase
rotation by 2qφ. The additional x-rotation may be taken into
account by changing the sign of subsequent rf phases.

The overall implementation of these multiple phase shifts
and phase inversions is quite complex. Refs.39,60,79,82 – 84 give
some practical examples with explicit formulae for the rf
phases.

If these phase factors are taken into account correctly, it is
possible to achieve fine time resolution of both the duration of
the recoupling sequences and the intervals between them. In
many cases, this is a decisive practical advantage.

2.16 Supercycles

In many cases, the performance of the recoupling sequences
is enhanced by supercycling, which means repetition of the
sequence with some variation of the rf phase shifts or the
order of the pulse sequence elements.

The effect of supercycling is well understood on the level
of the first-order average Hamiltonian. The higher order effects
of supercycling, on the other hand, are currently not well
researched, despite their importance. Some of the results
sketched below should be regarded as preliminary. Refs.39,60

contain some relevant theory.
Most of the supercycles used so far fall into the categories

summarized below:

2.16.1 180◦ Phase Shift Supercycles

If a complete CNν
n or RNν

n sequence is repeated with a 180◦
phase shift, we get a two-step supercycle denoted [S]0[S]180.
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Here [S]φ indicates an overall phase shift of all elements in
the sequence S by the angle φ.

This supercycle cancels all components with odd values
of µ in the first-order average Hamiltonian. The supercycle
therefore implements an additional selection rule which is
superimposed on the CNν

n or RNν
n selection rules.

For example, the symmetry C51
2 implements γ -encoded

double-quantum homonuclear recoupling, with selection of the
{l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 2, ±2} terms, similar to C71

2. However,
C51

2 symmetry also allows CSA terms with quantum numbers
{2, ±2, 1, ∓1} and single-quantum DD terms with quantum
numbers {2, ±2, 2, ∓1}. These undesirable terms all have odd
values of µ and may be suppressed by building a supercycle
of the form [C51

2]0[C51
2]180. The resulting sequence is called

SPC5.40 It has the same first-order average Hamiltonian
properties as C71

2 but lower rf field requirements.40 There are
other ways of achieving the same result.39

Supercycles of the form [S]0[S]180 may be used whenever
the desired components of the first-order average Hamiltonian
have even values of µ. Even when this supercycle does not
add to the selectivity of the first-order average Hamiltonian,
it tends to reduce higher-order terms. For example, the CSA
compensation of RNν

n sequences for homonuclear double-
quantum recoupling is improved by using supercycles of the
form [RNν

n ]0[RNν
n ]180.85

2.16.2 120◦ Phase Shift Supercycles

A higher degree of coherence order selectivity is imple-
mented by using three-step phase cycles of the form
[S]0[S]120[S]240. Supercycles of this type suppress all terms in
the average Hamiltonian in which µ is not an integer multiple
of 3. Since all spin interactions have µ values between 2 and
−2, this supercycle [S]0[S]120[S]240 selects the µ = 0 compo-
nents in the average Hamiltonian, suppressing single-quantum
and double-quantum terms.

This type of supercycle is useful for stabilizing zero-
quantum recoupling sequences such as R41

4.65

2.16.3 Phase Inversion Supercycles

A different effect is achieved by supercycles of the
form SS ′, where S ′ indicates the sign reversal of all rf
phase shifts in the sequence S. For example, if S con-
sists of a RN−ν

n sequence based on the elements R =
90−45904590−45 and R′ = 904590−459045, then S ′ consists of a
RNν

n sequence based on the elements R = 904590−459045 and
R′ = 90−45904590−45.

This type of supercycle replaces first-order average Hamil-
tonian terms of the form aTλµ + a∗Tλ−µ by the expression
Re{a}(Tλµ + Tλ−µ). The effect is to convert the phase modula-
tion of the average Hamiltonian into an amplitude modulation.

This type of supercycle cannot be used for γ -encoded
sequences, but has been used with advantage for zero-quantum
recoupling sequences, which cannot be γ -encoded.65 It is
used in many popular implementations of REDOR26,27 and
RFDR.33,34

2.16.4 Combined Phase Inversion and 180◦ Pulse Insertion
Supercycles

It is possible to combine phase inversion with the insertion
of strong 180◦ pulses, leading to supercycles of the form

S�0S ′�180, where �φ indicates the insertion of a strong,
short, 180◦ pulse of phase φ.

If the inserted 180◦ pulses are ideal and infinitely short, this
supercycle maintains the γ -encoding of the average Hamil-
tonian and also deletes average Hamiltonian terms with odd
values of the spin rank λ. This type of supercycle is particu-
larly useful for improving the chemical shift compensation of
a pulse sequence.

Tycko used this type of supercycle to compensate ‘zero-
field in high-field’ experiments for chemical shifts.28,29

In practice, 180◦ pulse insertion supercycles are awkward
to implement, especially at high spinning frequencies, because
the finite duration of real 180◦ pulses disturbs the timing of
the other pulse sequence elements, breaking the pulse sequence
symmetry.

2.16.5 Combined Phase Inversion and Cyclic Permutation
Supercycles

A similar effect to the insertion of strong 180◦ pulses
is achieved by cyclically permuting a 180◦ pulse sequence
element. For example, the cyclic permutation of a 180◦ element
R of the phase-inverted cycle S ′ may be denoted R−1S ′R,
where the notation R−1S ′ indicates the deletion of the element
R from the beginning of the sequence S ′.

For example, consider a C145
4 sequence based on the simple

element C = 3600, i.e.,

S = 3600360128.57360257.1436025.71360154.29360282.8636051.43−
360180360308.5736077.14360205.71360334.29360102.86360231.43 (47)

spanning four rotational periods. The phase inverted cycle
S ′ is as follows:

S ′ = 3600360231.43360102.86360334.29360205.7136077.14360308.57−
36018036051.43360282.86360154.2936025.71360257.14360128.57 (48)

The sequence R−1S ′R derived by cyclically-permuting the
element R = 1800 of S ′ is therefore

R−1S ′R = 1800360231.43360102.86360334.29360205.7136077.14360308.57−
36018036051.43360282.86360154.2936025.71360257.14−
360128.571800 (49)

This type of supercycle has almost the same effect as
the combined phase inversion/180◦ pulse insertion supercycle
discussed above. At the same time there is no need to apply
very strong rf pulses. The timing complications associated
with the inevitably finite duration of “strong” pulses are also
avoided.

The cyclic permutation of an element creates a shift in the
timing of the second sequence, disturbing the symmetry. In the
case of γ -encoded pulse sequences, the timing shift may be
compensated by modifying the rf phase of the second cycle,
according to the phase-time relationship (equation (45)). This
leads to the modified supercycle [S]0[R−1S ′R]δ , where the
overall phase shift δ is given by

δ = −m

µ
ωrτR (50)
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Here τR is the duration of the cyclically permuted element
R, and m/µ is the ratio of space and spin quantum numbers
selected by the γ -encoded CNν

n sequence.
In the case of equation (49), the symmetry C145

4 selects
the rotational components {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 2, ∓2}, and
the permuted element has a duration τP = 2τr/7. The phase
correction is therefore δ = π/7 = 25.71◦. The supercycle is

[S]0[R−1S ′R]δ = 3600360128.57360257.14−
36025.71360154.29360282.8636051.43360180−
360308.5736077.14360205.71360334.29360102.86−
360231.4318025.71360257.14360128.573600−
360231.43360102.86360334.29360205.71−
36077.14360308.5736018036051.43360282.86−
360154.2918025.71 (51)

This comprises one half of the SC14 sequence.39

This type of supercycle has beneficial effects on the CSA
compensation of recoupling sequences, without destroying the
γ -encoding.

2.16.6 Additional Supercycles

It is possible to construct supercycles by using consecu-
tive CNν

n sequences based upon different basic elements C.
For example, Rienstra et al.38 concatenated a C71

2 sequence
based upon the basic cycle Ca = 3600360180 with a sec-
ond C71

2 sequence based upon a different basic cycle Cb =
18003601801800. Some higher-order error terms of the individ-
ual cycles cancel out in the mixed supercycle C71

2(a)C71
2(b).

More complex supercycles may be created by superim-
posing the basic supercycle types, and by transposing, mix-
ing, and permuting the elements. For example, the full SC14
supercycle39 is

[[S]0[R−1S ′R]δ]0[[S]0[R−1S ′R]δ]180 (52)

where S is a C145
4 sequence using the basic element C = 3600,

the element R = 1800 is cyclically permuted, and δ = 25.71◦.
The CMR7 sequence38 employs a particularly complicated
supercycle structure.

At the moment, an empirical approach to supercycle
construction prevails, since a complete higher-order theory has
not yet been developed.

Supercycling should be implemented with care. In many
cases, the supercycles are unnecessary, and readily harm the
pulse sequence performance if they are used incorrectly.

2.17 Rf Imperfections

In practice, all rf pulse sequences are subject to various
types of instrumental imperfection. Some typical imperfections
of practical importance are:

1. Spatial inhomogeneity in the amplitude of the rf field over
the sample volume;

2. Spatial inhomogeneity in the direction of the rf field
over the sample volume, which translates into a phase
modulation of the rf field as the sample rotates;25,86,87

3. Transients in the rf field upon changes in the driving
field amplitude or phase, caused by the limited frequency
bandwidth of the probe;85,88

4. Instability or droop in the rf field applied to the probe;
5. Errors in the values of rf phase shifts;
6. Phase instability of the rf field.

Many of these imperfections have been investigated rather
thoroughly, and some fit well into the framework of the sym-
metry theory. In particular, rf amplitude inhomogeneity may
be included by using a set of interaction frame Hamiltonian
terms with the quantum numbers l = 0, m = 0, λeff = Zg and
µ = {−1, 0, +1}. Here λeff is the ‘effective spin rank’ of the
rf inhomogeneity terms and Zg is any even integer (‘g’ stands
for gerade, which means ‘even’ in German).

It is surprising that the ‘effective spin rank’ λeff of the rf
inhomogeneity terms is even, since the rf spin Hamiltonian
actually contains rank 1 spin operators. This is because the rf
inhomogeneity terms depend on the phase of the rf field, even
before transformation into the interaction frame. As a result,
these terms behave differently to the others.89

The rf inhomogeneity terms may be inserted into the
selection rules and space-spin selection diagrams in the usual
way. For example, it is easy to see that the rf inhomogeneity
term {l, m, λeff, µ} = {0, 0, Zg, 0} is symmetry-allowed under
C71

2 and R187
1 sequences, while the terms {0, 0, Zg, ±1}

are symmetry-forbidden. In order to achieve first-order rf
compensation, one must therefore set the scaling factors for
the symmetry allowed {0, 0, Zg, 0} terms to zero. This may
be done by using amplitude-modulated basic elements C or R.
It follows that symmetries such as C71

2 and R187
1 have first-

order compensation for rf inhomogeneity if they are based on
amplitude-modulated elements.

In practice, higher-order terms are very important in deter-
mining the robustness of a pulse sequence with respect to
rf amplitude deviations. These terms may be analyzed by
using the selection rules equations (31) and (32). In many
cases, it is simpler to use crude geometric arguments as a
guideline.39 For example, although the symmetry C71

2 is com-
pensated for rf amplitude errors to first order (in the case
of amplitude-modulated basic elements), geometrical argu-
ments show that the second-order rf error terms are large.39

As a result, C71
2 sequences must usually be based on ele-

ments which have a built-in rf error compensation, such as
the original element C = 3600360180,36 or the “POST” ele-
ment C = 9003601802700.37 In Ref.39 it is shown by geometri-
cal arguments that the symmetry C145

4 has a higher degree
of intrinsic rf error compensation, and that it is therefore
feasible to use this symmetry together with the uncompen-
sated basic element C = 3600. This provides a two-fold reduc-
tion in the rf field requirements for a given spinning fre-
quency.

The effect of rf transients has also been analyzed.85 A com-
bination of electronic simulations and experimental measure-
ments has led to the development of a simple analytical model
for the transient behavior of the rf field at the sample. This
model was used for accurate spin dynamical simulations dur-
ing symmetry-based sequences, including the transient probe
response. The effect of transients is minor, at least in the cases
examined so far.

There is one common spectrometer imperfection which is
a cause for real concern. In many contexts, the RNν

n class of
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pulse sequences is extremely sensitive to the precise value
of the rf phase shift. As described above, RNν

n sequences
are composed of elements with the alternating phase val-
ues ±πν/N . Even small deviations from this precise phase
shift value may be disastrous.85 A phase shift accuracy of
±0.1◦ or better is necessary for many applications of RNν

n

sequences. In particularly demanding applications, such as
long-range distance measurements, the phase shift accuracy
should be an order of magnitude better still. Such extreme
accuracy stretches current rf hardware. At the moment, only
direct digital synthesis (DDS) of the rf wave produces suf-
ficiently reliable and accurate phase shifts. Unfortunately,
not all commercial spectrometers are equipped with such
devices.

The extreme phase-shift sensitivity of RNν
n sequences may

be understood using equation (46). This equation shows that
a complete RNν

n sequence rotates resonant spins about the
z-axis through the angle 2Nφ. Since the value of the phase
shift is ideally φ = πν/N , the overall rotation angle generated
by one RNν

n sequence is ideally � = 2πν radians. This is an
integer multiple of 360◦, and so has no effect on the spin
system. If a set of K consecutive RNν

n sequences are applied,
the overall rotation is through an angle � = 2πνK , which
also has no effect. However, if the value of φ is in error by
a small angle �, then the overall rotation over K cycles is
in excess by the angle 2NK�. For example, in the case of
a R146

2 sequence, a phase deviation of only � = 0.1◦ leads
to an accumulating error of 2.8◦ per complete RNν

n sequence.
Since a typical short-range pulse sequence employs around five
complete sequences, the accumulated error rotation is about
14◦. This is enough to degrade the double-quantum filtering
efficiency significantly, especially since the double-quantum
coherences are twice as sensitive as single-quantum coherences
to phase shift errors. In a long-range application where around
50 complete sequences are used, the 0.1◦ phase shift error is
disastrous.

CNν
n sequences are much less sensitive to phase shift errors,

since there are no accumulating rotations in this case.
The extreme phase shift sensitivity of RNν

n sequences
may be removed by using the supercycle SS ′. However, this
method is only applicable to non-γ -encoded sequences. Work
is under way towards a more general solution of this serious
practical problem.

2.18 Selection of Sequences

Although the symmetry theory provides a sound framework
for the search for suitable pulse sequences, this framework
still allows enormous freedom. In order to develop a pulse
sequence for a specific task, one must:

• Identify the space-spin components {l, m, λ, µ} which must
be selected, and those that must be suppressed;

• Identify the set of suitable CNν
n or RNν

n symmetries;
• Identify the desired range of MAS frequencies;
• Identify a suitable basic element (C in the case of CNν

n

symmetry, or R in the case of RNν
n symmetry);

• Identify a suitable supercycle, if required.

For each problem, there are usually a large number of
feasible symmetries, and within each symmetry, there is an
infinity of possible basic elements.

This great freedom is both a strength and a disadvantage:
It is a strength because it allows one to design a sequence
tailored to the specific requirements of the experiment; it is
a disadvantage because there are too many possibilities for a
complete search.

The first two steps are easy: The application itself defines
the desired and undesired space-spin components, and it is a
straightforward task to identify the set of appropriate symme-
tries. This may be done manually using space-spin selection
diagrams, or by using a Mathematica program63 developed for
this purpose (available at http://www.soton.ac.uk/∼mhl).

The next stage is to choose the symmetry class and the
basic element. Here one must pay attention to the following
factors:

• The scaling factor for a given basic element C (or R) under
the symmetry class CNν

n (or RNν
n ) should be reasonably

high.
• The required rf field depends on the basic element and also

the symmetry class (more specifically, the ratio of N to n). If
the pulse sequence is intended to be broadband, it is usually
desirable that the nutation frequency under the rf field should
be as large as possible without being impractically large (see
the subject of heteronuclear decoupling, discussed below).

• A rough guide to the relative performance of different sym-
metries is available by counting the number of symmetry-
allowed higher-order terms, using the selection rules in
equations (31) and (32).

• It is sometimes unnecessary for the pulse sequence sym-
metry to suppress all of the undesired rotational compo-
nents. Undesired components may also be suppressed by
using a basic element which provides a zero scaling factor
for the undesired rotational components. Supercycling may
also be used to suppress the undesired symmetry-allowed
components. These strategies are used in the SPC540 and
C-REDOR67 schemes.

Previous experience in designing composite pulses7 – 9,61,62

has been useful for guiding the choice of C and R elements (see
Composite Pulses, Volume 2). For example, the composite
pulse 3600360180 is known to be a robust rf cycle with good rf
amplitude compensation and reasonably broadband behavior
with respect to isotropic chemical shifts. Its chemical shift
performance may be enhanced considerably by cyclically-
permuting a 900 pulse, leading to C = 9003601802700. This
‘permutationally offset-stabilized’ (POST) element is a stalwart
of liquid-state broadband decoupling experiments,7 – 9 and was
used in the design of the POST-C7 sequence.37 Similarly, the
element R = 900270180 is known as an offset-compensated
180◦ composite pulse,7 – 9,61,62 and often proves to be a good
choice in the context of RNν

n sequences.41,60

More recently, semi-automated computer searches have
been used to identify suitable sequences. For example,
Brinkmann60 developed a combinatorial approach in which
a large number of combinations of feasible symmetries, basic
elements, and supercycle schemes are tested numerically by
simulation under a variety of test situations.

The future may see a move towards more sophisticated
basic elements, employing smoothly modulated pulse shapes
rather than rectangular pulses. A full flowering of this field
may require further improvements in the speed and flexibility
of the electronic hardware.
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3 HETERONUCLEAR SEQUENCES

In practice, most samples contain several nuclear spin
species. The selection rules and design principles may be
extended to the case of heteronuclear spin interactions.

3.1 Heteronuclear Spin Interactions

Suppose that the rotating sample contains two interacting
spin species, denoted I and S, which are subjected to reso-
nant rf fields at the corresponding nuclear Larmor frequencies.
The nuclear spin interactions may be classified in terms of
their spherical ranks under spatial (molecular) rotations, rota-
tions of the I -spin polarizations by rf fields, rotations of the
S-spin polarizations by rf fields, and rotations of the exter-
nal magnetic field. The corresponding classification scheme is
shown in Table 3. As may be seen, all interactions, with the
exception of the homonuclear J -couplings, have different rota-
tional properties. The symmetry theory of homonuclear rotor-
synchronized pulse sequences is extended to the heteronuclear
case by employing two different sets of spin quantum numbers.

In the presence of rf fields on both spin species I and
S, the interaction frame Hamiltonian may be described as a
superposition of many rotational components:

H� =
+l∑

m=−l

+λI∑
µI =−λI

+λS∑
µS=−λS

H�
lmλI µI λSµS

(53)

as listed in Table 4.
The fundamental design task in heteronuclear spin systems

is to design pulse sequence symmetries which select a small

Table 3 Rotational signatures of interactions in heteronuclear
systems

Interaction Space I -Spin S-Spin Field
rank, l rank, λI rank, λS rank

I-Spin isotropic shift 0 1 0 1
I-Spin CSA 2 1 0 1
I-Spin J -coupling 0 0 0 0
I-Spin DD-coupling 2 2 0 0
S-Spin isotropic shift 0 0 1 1
S-Spin CSA 2 0 1 1
S-Spin J -coupling 0 0 0 0
S-Spin DD-coupling 2 0 2 0
IS J -coupling 0 1 1 0
IS DD-coupling 2 1 1 0

number of combinations of these terms, while suppressing
others.

3.2 Strong Heteronuclear Decoupling

A common method for heteronuclear decoupling at the
same time as homonuclear recoupling involves the application
of a CNν

n or RNν
n sequence on one channel while a strong

resonant rf field is applied to the second channel. If the rf
field is strong enough, this suppresses the heteronuclear spin
interactions, so that the two spin species are decoupled from
each other.

If the strong resonant irradiation is on the I -spin channel,
the appropriate selection rules are:
Case of CNνS

n sequences with I -spin decoupling:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µνS �= NZ or if λI = 1 (54)

Case of RNνS
n sequences with I -spin decoupling:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µνS �= N

2
ZλS

or if λI = 1 (55)

Empirically, it is found that effective heteronuclear decou-
pling requires a relatively large ratio of the nutation frequen-
cies of the spins under their corresponding rf fields, i.e., if the
decoupling irradiation is applied to the I -spins, while a recou-
pling sequence is applied to the S-spins, the ratio of nutation
frequencies should be at least |ωI

nut/ω
S
nut| > ∼3.38

In the absence of S-spin irradiation, two-pulse phase
modulation (TPPM) of the decoupler field usually enhances the
quality of the decoupling.10 This does not usually appear to be
the case when an rf field is also applied to the S-spins. Under
some circumstances, however, the decoupling quality may be
improved by placing the I -spin rf field well off-resonance,
so as to approach or satisfy the Lee–Goldburg condition.11

These effects are of great practical importance but are not
fully understood.

Since many of the applications of the symmetry-based
sequences are in isotopically-labelled organic solids, good
heteronuclear decoupling is of great importance. The need
for a very strong decoupler field is a strong constraint on
the applications of these pulse sequences, since typical NMR
probes cannot tolerate simultaneous resonant rf fields on
two irradiation channels for very long. A typical practical
limit corresponds to nutation frequencies of around 100 kHz

Table 4 Components of I and S-spin interactions in the interaction frame of two resonant rf fields, in the case of exact magic-angle
spinning

Interaction Space Space I-Spin I-Spin S-Spin S-Spin
rank, l components, m rank, λI components, µI rank, λS components, µS

I-Spin isotropic shift 0 0 1 {−1, 0, 1} 0 0
I-Spin CSA 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 1 {−1, 0, 1} 0 0
I-Spin J -coupling 0 0 0 0 0 0
I-Spin DD-coupling 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 2 {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} 0 0
S-Spin isotropic shift 0 0 0 0 1 {−1, 0, 1}
S-Spin CSA 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 0 0 1 {−1, 0, 1}
S-Spin J -coupling 0 0 0 0 0 0
S-Spin DD-coupling 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 0 0 2 {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}
IS J -coupling 0 0 1 {−1, 0, 1} 1 {−1, 0, 1}
IS DD-coupling 2 {−2,−1, 1, 2} 1 {−1, 0, 1} 1 {−1, 0, 1}
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for the I -spin channel and around 50 kHz for the S-spin
channel, applied for intervals of up to around 20 ms. Since
the symmetry-based sequences require a fixed ratio of the
nutation frequency to the spinning frequency, the limitation
in the tolerable rf power restricts the operational spinning
frequency. For example, the C7 pulse sequence is typically
limited to spinning frequencies of 7 kHz or less.36

3.3 Single-Channel Sequences

If the rf field is only applied to one spin species, the oppor-
tunities for symmetry selection are restricted. For example, if
rf fields are applied at the I -spin Larmor frequency, but not
at the S-spin Larmor frequency, the S-spin quantum number
is restricted to µS = 0. In effect, only the first 5 columns in
Table 4 are relevant. Under these circumstances, the rotational
properties of the I -spin CSA and that of the IS DD coupling
are indistinguishable: Both have l = 2 and λI = 1. Similarly,
the I -spin isotropic shift and that of the IS J -coupling both
have l = 0 and λI = 1.

The selection rules for symmetry-based pulse sequences
with rf irradiation on the I -spin channel are:
Case of CNνI

n sequences with no S-spin rf fields:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µνI �= NZ (56)

Case of RNνI
n sequences with no S-spin rf fields:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µνI �= N

2
ZλI

(57)

Here ZλI
is any integer with the same parity as the spin

rank λI . These are the same as equations (27) and (28). The
S-spin quantum numbers λS and µS are irrelevant.

It follows that if the rf irradiation is restricted to one
channel, the same pulse sequences recouple the heteronuclear
DD interactions and the CSA interactions of the resonant
spins.

3.4 Dual Pulse Sequences

If rf fields are applied at the Larmor frequencies of both spin
species, there are many more opportunities for symmetry selec-
tion. As described in Ref.60 four different symmetry classes
may be envisaged, denoted CNνI ,νS

n , CRNνI ,νS
n , RCNνI ,νS

n and
RNνI ,νS

n Figure 8. The basic elements may be different on
the two channels, although they must have the same duration
nτr/N . The phase shift scheme for the I -spin irradiation fol-
lows the usual construction rule for C-sequences (in the case
of CNνI ,νS

n or CRNνI ,νS
n ), or for R-sequences (in the case of

RCNνI ,νS
n or RNνI ,νS

n ), and depends on the symmetry numbers
N , n and νI . Similarly, the phase shift scheme for the S-spin
irradiation follows the construction rule for C-sequences (in
the case of CNνI ,νS

n or RCNνI ,νS
n ), or for R-sequences (in the

case of CRNνI ,νS
n or RNνI ,νS

n ), and depends on the symmetry
numbers N , n and νS .

The selection rules for dual sequences may be derived by
extension of the single-channel case, and are given by the
following expressions:60

Case of CNνI ,νS
n sequences:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µI νI − µSνS �= NZ (58)

I

S

I

S

I

S

I

S

CNn
nI

RCNn
nI , nS

CRNn
nI , nS

CNn
nI , nS

RNn
nI , nS

CNn
nS

RNn
nS

CNn
nS

RNn
nI

RNn
nI

RNn
nS

CNn
nI

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8 Naming convention for 2-channel heteronuclear pulse
sequences

Case of RCNνI ,νS
n sequences:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µI νI − µSνS �= N

2
ZλI

(59)

Case of CRNνI ,νS
n sequences:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µI νI − µSνS �= N

2
ZλS

(60)

Case of RNνI ,νS
n sequences:

H(1)

lmλI µI λSµS
= 0 if mn − µI νI − µSνS �= N

2
ZλI +λS

(61)

The consequences of these selection rules may be explored
by extended space-spin selection diagrams, as described in
Ref.60 Expressions for the higher-order selection rules, and
the dual-channel scaling factors, are also available.60

The dual-channel selection rules enable the design of
pulse sequences which select interactions on the basis of
their full rotational properties, as detailed in Table 4. For
example, the symmetry CR142,2

3 suppresses all average
Hamiltonian terms except those with the quantum numbers
{l, m, λI , µI , λS, µS} = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} and {2, ∓1, 1, ±1, 1,

±1}. This symmetry therefore enables γ -encoded double-
quantum heteronuclear recoupling, with suppression of all
homonuclear DD couplings, all chemical shift terms, and all
heteronuclear J -couplings.60

In principle, the selection rules (equations (58)–(61)) per-
mit the rational design of homonuclear recoupling sequences
with simultaneous heteronuclear decoupling. In principle, this
approach could avoid the severe power requirements of the
strong heteronuclear decoupling method (see above). However,
no dual sequences with significant advantages over conven-
tional decoupling methods have been found yet.

4 APPLICATIONS

This section presents a brief summary of some of the
published applications of the symmetry theory sketched above.
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Sets of symmetry solutions appropriate for a number of
different recoupling and decoupling problems are provided.
The field is developing rapidly and these descriptions are by
no means exhaustive.

4.1 Double-Quantum Homonuclear Recoupling

Double-quantum homonuclear recoupling has a number of
important practical applications, including (see Homonuclear
Recoupling Schemes in MAS NMR, Volume 4 and Solid
State Investigations of Less-Common Nuclei with Small
Magnetic Moments):

• Passing signals through double-quantum coherences allows
the suppression of signals from isolated spins-1/2. This
is particularly useful, for example, in the spectroscopy
of multiply-13C-labelled macromolecules, since the ‘back-
ground’ signals from naturally-occurring isolated 13C nuclei
are suppressed, allowing the selective observation of the
labelled spin clusters.31,36,43,44

• Double-quantum spectroscopy, and double-quantum filtered
correlation spectroscopy, are useful for peak assignments.

• Double-quantum coherences are sensitive to the correla-
tions between local magnetic fields. Double-quantum NMR
allows the relative orientations of different spin interactions
to be determined, and hence the estimation of interbond
angles and torsional angles.43,44,76 – 81,90,91

• Double-quantum recoupling provides a route to the excita-
tion of higher coherence orders.81,92 – 94

Double-quantum homonuclear decoupling sequences may
be classified according to whether or not they provide a γ -
encoded recoupled Hamiltonian.

4.1.1 γ -Encoded Double-Quantum Recoupling

Many CNν
n symmetries provide γ -encoded double-quan-

tum recoupling. As described above, γ -encoding simplifies
the orientation-dependence of the recoupling, improving the
clarity of the dipolar oscillations and the efficiency of the
double-quantum excitation, and improving the time resolution.

Some of the symmetries achieving γ -encoded double-
quantum recoupling selectively recouple the m = ±1 terms
(Table 5), while others recouple the m = ±2 terms (Table 6).
In general, the former are more efficient. The isotropic
chemical shift terms are symmetry-allowed so the scaling
factors of these terms must be set to zero by a suitable
choice of the basic element C. Table 5 includes the symmetry
C71

2, which was initially demonstrated with the basic element
C = 3600360180.36 The ‘POST’ element C = 9003601802700

is more robust with respect to chemical shift offsets and
is now favored.37 The symmetry C145

4 allows operation at
high spinning frequencies, if it is stabilized by the use
of supercycles.39 A variant of C71

2 employing a complex
supercycle structure has been described.38 Sequences with the
symmetry C51

2 have also been used, in conjunction with a
two-step supercycle to remove the components µ = ±1.40

The C71
2 sequences have already been applied to ‘real’ sys-

tems, such as membrane proteins. For example, C71
2 sequences

were applied to a 13C2-labelled sample of the photoreceptor
protein bovine rhodopsin, allowing selective observation of
the labelled sites with suppression of the background signals

Table 5 A set of CNν
n symmetries for γ -encoded homonuclear dou-

ble-quantum recoupling, with selection of {l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±1, 2,

±2} or {2,±1, 2,∓2} terms, and suppression of all CSA terms.
The isotropic shift term {0, 0, 1, 0} and the homonuclear J -coupling
{0, 0, 0, 0} are also symmetry-allowed. All inequivalent solutions in
the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

C73
1 C94

1 C115
1 C136

1 C157
1 C178

1

C199
1 C71

2 C81
2 C83

2 C91
2 C101

2

C111
2 C121

2 C125
2 C131

2 C141
2 C151

2

C161
2 C167

2 C171
2 C181

2 C191
2 C201

2

C209
2 C72

3 C114
3 C135

3 C177
3 C198

3

C72
4 C92

4 C103
4 C112

4 C132
4 C145

4

C152
4 C172

4 C187
4 C192

4 C71
5 C92

5

C113
5 C134

5 C176
5 C197

5 C73
6 C81

6

C83
6 C103

6 C113
6 C133

6 C143
6 C163

6

C165
6 C173

6 C193
6 C203

6 C207
6 C91

7

C112
7 C133

7 C154
7 C175

7 C196
7 C73

8

C94
8 C101

8 C114
8 C134

8 C143
8 C154

8

C174
8 C185

8 C194
8 C71

9 C111
9 C132

9

C174
9 C195

9 C72
10 C81

10 C83
10 C94

10

C115
10 C121

10 C125
10 C135

10 C145
10 C163

10

C165
10 C175

10 C185
10 C195

10

Table 6 A set of CNν
n symmetries for γ -encoded homonu-

clear double-quantum recoupling, with selection of {l, m, λ,µ} =
{2,±2, 2,±2} or {2,±2, 2,∓2} terms, and suppression of all CSA
terms. The isotropic shift term {0, 0, 1, 0} and the homonuclear
J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} are also symmetry-allowed. All inequivalent
solutions in the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

C83
1 C104

1 C125
1 C146

1 C167
1 C188

1

C209
1 C103

2 C145
2 C187

2 C81
3 C102

3

C144
3 C165

3 C207
3 C101

4 C143
4 C185

4

C81
5 C121

5 C142
5 C163

5 C184
5 C101

6

C141
6 C83

7 C102
7 C121

7 C161
7 C182

7

C203
7 C103

8 C141
8 C181

8 C83
9 C104

9

C142
9 C161

9 C201
9 C143

10 C181
10

(see Bacteriorhodopsin & Rhodopsin, Volume 2). The evo-
lution of the 13C2 double-quantum coherences in the presence
of local fields from the neighboring protons allowed deter-
mination of a H–C–C–H torsional angle in the retinylidene
chromophore.43 A conformational change could be detected in
a trapped photointermediate.44 The same experiment has also
been demonstrated on carbohydrates.77,78 The experiment may
be extended to allow the determination of 15N–13C–13C–15N
torsional angles in peptides and proteins.79 – 81

If double-quantum recoupling sequences are applied to
single-quantum coherences in clusters of more than two
spins, triple-quantum coherences are developed.92 These triple-
quantum coherences may also be used for torsional angle
investigations.81 The double-quantum recoupled spin dynamics
in three-spin-1/2 clusters have been investigated by two-
dimensional spectroscopy.39 High orders of coherence have
been excited by applying C71

2 sequences to abundant protons.93

The relaxation of zero-quantum coherence has been studied
by using a C71

2 sequence to excite double-quantum coherence,
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followed by a coherence transfer into zero-quantum coherence
using a selective pulse pair.83

C71
2 sequences have also been applied to glasses,95 – 98

zeolites,99 inorganic phosphates,100 – 102 proteins103 and drug
molecules.104

Figure 9 shows a two-dimensional double-quantum 13C
spectrum of [U–13C]-L-tyrosine, obtained using the SC14
pulse sequence at a spinning frequency of 20 kHz.39 The utility
of such spectra for peak assignment is obvious.

There are also a large number of RNν
n symmetries suitable

for γ -encoded double-quantum recoupling. A set of symme-
tries which selectively recouple the m = ±1 terms are listed in
Table 7. All of these symmetries suppress the isotropic chem-
ical shift terms, and many of them are particularly robust
with respect to chemical shift anisotropies. The symmetries
R146

2 and R229
4 with R = 901802700 have been mainly used so

far.41,85 Measurement of the excitation dynamics of the double-
quantum coherences allows the accurate estimation of 13C–13C
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Figure 9 Two-dimensional double-quantum spectrum of [U–13C]-
L-tyrosine, obtained at a field of 9.4 T and a spinning frequency of
20 kHz, using the SC14 pulse sequence. The dashed lines are guides
for the eye. (Adapted from Ref.39)

Table 7 A set of RNν
n symmetries for

γ -encoded homonuclear double-quantum
recoupling, with selection of {l, m, λ,µ}
= {2,±1, 2,±2} or {2,±1, 2,∓2} terms,

and suppression of all isotropic shift and
CSA terms. The homonuclear J -coupling
{0, 0, 0, 0} is also symmetry-allowed. All
inequivalent solutions in the range
N ≤ 20, n,≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

R121
2 R125

2 R141
2 R146

2

R161
2 R167

2 R181
2 R188

2

R201
2 R209

2 R142
4 R145

4

R182
4 R187

4

bond lengths and medium-range distances in 13C2-labelled sys-
tems, even in the presence of large CSA interactions.85

As discussed above, the orientation-dependence of the
recoupling under the m = ±1 sequences (Tables 5 and 7) is
different from that under the m = ±2 sequences (Table 6).
This is expected to improve the information content of the
NMR spectroscopy of rotating oriented samples.75 Preliminary
results have been obtained.105

4.1.2 Non-γ -Encoded Double-Quantum Recoupling

It is also possible to implement 2Q homonuclear recoupling
without γ -encoding. An example is the back-to-back (BABA)
recoupling sequence102,106 – 108 which is given by

900 − τ − 901809090 − τ − 90270 (62)

The rf pulses are assumed to be strong and short and the
delay τ is adjusted so that the complete sequence lasts one
rotor period. This sequence corresponds to the first two ele-
ments of a C41

2 sequence, using the basic element C = 900 −
τ − 90180. The C41

2 symmetry implements double-quantum
recoupling, but also allows many unwanted terms, such as
the isotropic chemical shift term {l, m, λ, µ} = {0, 0, 1, 0},
CSA terms of the form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±2, 1, 0}, and zero-
quantum DD terms of the form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±2, 2, 0}.
However, the scaling factors for all of these terms van-
ish if the rf pulses are made infinitely short. In this limit,
the only symmetry-allowed terms in the first-order average
Hamiltonian are of the form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 2, ±2} and
{2, ±1, 2, ∓2}. In the limit of very strong rf fields, BABA
therefore implements non-γ -encoded homonuclear DD recou-
pling with compensation for chemical shifts. Although the lack
of γ -encoding has disadvantages, the same property allows the
robustness of the sequence to be enhanced by constructing a
SS ′ supercycle, i.e.,

900 − τ − 901809090 − τ − 90270900 − τ − 90180

90270 − τ − 9090 (63)

In addition, the absence of γ -encoding causes orientation-
ally-induced modulations in 2D experiments, which may be
analyzed in order to estimate internuclear distances.68,69 The

Table 8 A set of CNν
n symmetries

for non-γ -encoded homonuclear dou-
ble-quantum recoupling. The symme-
tries C61

2 and C61
8 suppress all CSA

terms and all homonuclear DD terms
except {l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±2, 2,∓2}
and {2,±1, 2,±2}. The symmetries
C61

4 and C61
10 suppress all CSA terms

and all homonuclear DD terms ex-
cept {l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±2, 2,±2} and
{2,±1, 2,∓2}. The isotropic shift term
{0, 0, 1, 0} and the homonuclear
J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} are symmetry-
allowed. All inequivalent solutions in
the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10
are shown

C61
2 C61

4 C61
8 C61

10
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supercycled version of BABA has been applied to a variety of
systems including phosphate networks106,107 and glasses.108

There are several C-symmetries which provide non-γ -
encoded 2Q recoupling with suppression of all CSA terms,
even in the case of finite rf fields (see Table 8). The isotropic
chemical shift terms are readily suppressed by an appropriate
choice of the basic element. These C-sequences may provide
an alternative to BABA in the case of limited rf field strength.

4.2 Zero-Quantum Homonuclear Recoupling

The radio-frequency-driven recoupling (RFDR) pulse
sequence is widely used to transfer longitudinal magnetiza-
tion between dipolar coupled spin sites in the solid state
(see Homonuclear Recoupling Schemes in MAS NMR,
Volume 4). The most common application is as the mixing
interval in a two-dimensional experiment. If the J -couplings
are neglected, the 2D spectrum displays cross peaks which
indicate the spatial proximity of spin sites.

The most popular version of RFDR employs the so-called
XY8 phase scheme.33,34 This corresponds to a sequence of
strong 180◦ pulses, spaced at intervals of one rotor period,
with rf phases of {0, 90, 0, 90, 90, 0, 90, 0}. This corresponds
to a SS ′ supercycle of a R41

4 sequence, with an overall 45◦
phase shift. This is indeed an appropriate symmetry for zero-
quantum homonuclear recoupling, as may be seen from the list
of solutions in Table 9. Symmetries such as R41

4 select terms
of the form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 2, 0} and {2, ±2, 2, 0}. The
recoupling is not γ -encoded, which harms its efficiency in a

Table 9 A set of RNν
n symmetries for

recoupling of the {l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±2, 2, 0}
and {2,±1, 2, 0} terms with suppression of
all other homonuclear DD terms, CSA terms
and isotropic shift terms. The homonuclear
J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} is symmetry-allowed.
All inequivalent solutions in the range
N ≤ 40, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 20 are shown

R41
4 R61

6 R62
6 R41

8

R81
8 R83

8 R101
10 R102

10

R103
10 R104

10

non-oriented sample, but the lack of γ -encoding permits the
use of the stabilizing supercycle SS ′.

The curious aspect of RFDR is that the scaling factor for
the symmetry-allowed terms tends to zero in the limit of a
strong rf field. Indeed, simulations show that the only rea-
son RFDR works is because of the finite duration of prac-
tical rf pulses, interference from chemical shifts,34 and the
significant effect of J -couplings (which may even be domi-
nant in some circumstances). Ishii64 has given a symmetry-
based analysis of RFDR with finite rf pulses, and proposed
the use of symmetries such as R41

4 and R61
6. Brinkmann

and Schmedt auf der Günne65 have demonstrated additional
symmetries and explored the use of more complex R ele-
ments in order to allow operation at high spinning frequen-
cies. One recommended sequence involves the supercycle
[SS ′]0[SS ′]120[SS ′]240 where S is a R62

6 sequence using the
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Figure 10 Two-dimensional correlation spectrum of [U–13C]-L-tyrosine, obtained at a field of 9.4 T and a spinning frequency of 23 kHz,
using a supercycled R62

6 pulse sequence, with a mixing interval of 9.9 ms. (Adapted from Ref.65)

Table 10 A set of RNν
n symmetries for γ -encoded recoupling of the {l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±2, 2,±1} or {2,±2, 2,∓1}

components of the homonuclear DD couplings with suppression of all other homonuclear DD terms, CSA terms and
isotropic shift terms. The homonuclear J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} is symmetry-allowed. All inequivalent solutions in the range
N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

R102
1 R122

1 R142
1 R162

1 R182
1 R202

1 R144
2 R184

2 R104
3 R146

3

R166
3 R206

3 R148
4 R188

4 R1210
5 R1410

5 R1610
5 R1810

5 R1412
6 R2012

6

R104
7 R122

7 R1614
7 R1814

7 R2014
7 R142

8 R1816
8 R102

9 R144
9 R162

9

R2018
9 R146

10 R182
10
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Table 11 A set of CNν
n symmetries for selection of homonuclear J-couplings {l, m, λ,µ} = {0, 0, 0, 0} with

suppression of all homonuclear DD couplings and CSA terms. Some isotropic shift terms are also symmetry-allowed.
All inequivalent solutions in the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

C30
1 C40

1 C50
1 C60

1 C63
1 C70

1 C80
1 C84

1 C90
1 C93

1

C100
1 C103

1 C105
1 C110

1 C113
1 C114

1 C120
1 C123

1 C124
1 C126

1

C130
1 C133

1 C134
1 C135

1 C140
1 C143

1 C144
1 C145

1 C147
1 C150

1

C153
1 C154

1 C155
1 C156

1 C160
1 C163

1 C164
1 C165

1 C166
1 C168

1

C170
1 C173

1 C174
1 C175

1 C176
1 C177

1 C180
1 C183

1 C184
1 C185

1

C186
1 C187

1 C189
1 C190

1 C193
1 C194

1 C195
1 C196

1 C197
1 C198

1

C200
1 C203

1 C204
1 C205

1 C206
1 C207

1 C208
1 C2010

1 C30
2 C50

2

C63
2 C70

2 C90
2 C93

2 C105
2 C110

2 C113
2 C115

2 C123
2 C130

2

C133
2 C135

2 C136
2 C143

2 C147
2 C150

2 C153
2 C155

2 C156
2 C157

2

C163
2 C165

2 C170
2 C173

2 C175
2 C176

2 C177
2 C178

2 C183
2 C185

2

C189
2 C190

2 C193
2 C195

2 C196
2 C197

2 C198
2 C199

2 C203
2 C205

2

C207
2 C40

3 C50
3 C70

3 C80
3 C84

3 C91
3 C92

3 C94
3 C100

3

C101
3 C105

3 C110
3 C111

3 C112
3 C121

3 C122
3 C124

3 C125
3 C130

3

C131
3 C132

3 C134
3 C140

3 C141
3 C142

3 C145
3 C147

3 C151
3 C152

3

C154
3 C155

3 C157
3 C160

3 C161
3 C162

3 C164
3 C167

3 C168
3 C170

3

C171
3 C172

3 C174
3 C175

3 C178
3 C181

3 C182
3 C184

3 C185
3 C187

3

C188
3 C190

3 C191
3 C192

3 C194
3 C195

3 C197
3 C199

3 C200
3 C201

3

C202
3 C204

3 C205
3 C208

3 C209
3 C2010

3 C30
4 C50

4 C63
4 C70

4

C90
4 C93

4 C105
4 C110

4 C111
4 C115

4 C121
4 C123

4 C125
4 C130

4

C131
4 C133

4 C136
4 C141

4 C147
4 C150

4 C151
4 C153

4 C155
4 C156

4

C161
4 C163

4 C165
4 C167

4 C170
4 C171

4 C173
4 C175

4 C176
4 C177

4

C181
4 C183

4 C189
4 C190

4 C191
4 C193

4 C195
4 C196

4 C197
4 C199

4

C201
4 C203

4 C205
4 C207

4 C209
4 C30

5 C40
5 C60

5 C63
5 C70

5

C80
5 C84

5 C90
5 C93

5 C110
5 C112

5 C114
5 C120

5 C123
5 C124

5

C126
5 C130

5 C131
5 C132

5 C136
5 C140

5 C141
5 C143

5 C146
5 C147

5

C151
5 C152

5 C153
5 C154

5 C156
5 C157

5 C160
5 C161

5 C162
5 C164

5

C167
5 C168

5 C170
5 C171

5 C172
5 C173

5 C174
5 C178

5 C180
5 C181

5

C182
5 C183

5 C186
5 C187

5 C189
5 C190

5 C191
5 C192

5 C193
5 C194

5

C196
5 C198

5 C201
5 C202

5 C203
5 C204

5 C206
5 C207

5 C208
5 C209

5

C50
6 C70

6 C91
6 C92

6 C94
6 C105

6 C110
6 C112

6 C114
6 C130

6

C132
6 C134

6 C135
6 C145

6 C147
6 C151

6 C152
6 C154

6 C155
6 C157

6

C161
6 C167

6 C170
6 C171

6 C172
6 C174

6 C177
6 C178

6 C181
6 C185

6

C187
6 C190

6 C191
6 C192

6 C194
6 C195

6 C198
6 C199

6 C201
6 C205

6

C209
6 C30

7 C40
7 C50

7 C60
7 C63

7 C80
7 C84

7 C90
7 C93

7

C100
7 C101

7 C105
7 C110

7 C111
7 C115

7 C120
7 C123

7 C124
7 C126

7

C130
7 C132

7 C134
7 C135

7 C150
7 C152

7 C153
7 C155

7 C156
7 C160

7

C163
7 C164

7 C165
7 C166

7 C168
7 C170

7 C171
7 C172

7 C174
7 C176

7

C178
7 C180

7 C181
7 C183

7 C185
7 C186

7 C188
7 C189

7 C190
7 C191

7

C192
7 C193

7 C194
7 C198

7 C199
7 C200

7 C201
7 C202

7 C204
7 C205

7

C208
7 C209

7 C2010
7 C30

8 C50
8 C63

8 C70
8 C90

8 C93
8 C105

8

C110
8 C111

8 C112
8 C121

8 C123
8 C125

8 C130
8 C131

8 C132
8 C136

8

C145
8 C147

8 C150
8 C152

8 C153
8 C155

8 C156
8 C170

8 C172
8 C173

8

C175
8 C176

8 C177
8 C183

8 C187
8 C189

8 C190
8 C191

8 C192
8 C195

8

C196
8 C197

8 C199
8 C201

8 C203
8 C205

8 C207
8 C209

8 C40
9 C50

9

C70
9 C80

9 C84
9 C100

9 C103
9 C105

9 C110
9 C113

9 C115
9 C121

9

C122
9 C124

9 C125
9 C130

9 C131
9 C133

9 C136
9 C140

9 C141
9 C143

9

C146
9 C147

9 C151
9 C152

9 C154
9 C155

9 C157
9 C160

9 C163
9 C164

9

(continued overleaf )
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Table 11 (Continued )

C165
9 C166

9 C168
9 C170

9 C172
9 C173

9 C175
9 C176

9 C177
9 C190

9

C192
9 C193

9 C194
9 C196

9 C197
9 C198

9 C200
9 C203

9 C204
9 C205

9

C206
9 C207

9 C208
9 C2010

9 C30
10 C68

10 C70
10 C90

10 C93
10 C110

10

C113
10 C114

10 C123
10 C130

10 C131
10 C132

10 C134
10 C141

10 C147
10 C151

10

C152
10 C153

10 C154
10 C156

10 C157
10 C161

10 C167
10 C170

10 C171
10 C172

10

C174
10 C176

10 C178
10 C183

10 C187
10 C189

10 C190
10 C192

10 C193
10 C194

10

C196
10 C197

10 C198
10

Table 12 A set of RNν
n symmetries for selection of homonuclear J-couplings {l, m, λ,µ} = {0, 0, 0, 0} with

suppression of all homonuclear DD couplings, CSA terms and isotropic shift terms. All inequivalent solutions in
the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

R60
1 R80

1 R100
1 R120

1 R123
1 R140

1 R143
1 R144

1 R160
1 R163

1

R164
1 R165

1 R180
1 R183

1 R184
1 R185

1 R186
1 R200

1 R203
1 R204

1

R205
1 R206

1 R207
1 R60

2 R100
2 R123

2 R140
2 R163

2 R165
2 R180

2

R183
2 R186

2 R203
2 R205

2 R207
2 R80

3 R100
3 R140

3 R142
3 R145

3

R160
3 R161

3 R164
3 R167

3 R181
3 R182

3 R184
3 R185

3 R187
3 R188

3

R200
3 R201

3 R202
3 R205

3 R208
3 R209

3 R60
4 R100

4 R121
4 R123

4

R125
4 R140

4 R180
4 R183

4 R186
4 R201

4 R203
4 R205

4 R207
4 R209

4

R60
5 R80

5 R120
5 R123

5 R140
5 R141

5 R146
5 R160

5 R161
5 R164

5

R167
5 R180

5 R182
5 R183

5 R186
5 R187

5

Table 13 A set of CNν
n symmetries for selection of isotropic chemical shift terms. All CSA terms and homonuclear

DD coupling terms are suppressed. The homonuclear J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} is symmetry-allowed. All inequivalent
solutions in the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

C30
1 C40

1 C50
1 C60

1 C63
1 C70

1 C80
1 C84

1 C90
1 C93

1

C100
1 C103

1 C105
1 C113

1 C114
1 C123

1 C124
1 C126

1 C133
1 C134

1

C135
1 C143

1 C144
1 C145

1 C147
1 C153

1 C154
1 C155

1 C156
1 C163

1

C164
1 C165

1 C166
1 C168

1 C173
1 C174

1 C175
1 C176

1 C177
1 C183

1

C184
1 C185

1 C186
1 C187

1 C189
1 C193

1 C194
1 C195

1 C196
1 C197

1

C198
1 C203

1 C204
1 C205

1 C206
1 C207

1 C208
1 C2010

1 C30
2 C50

2

C63
2 C70

2 C90
2 C93

2 C105
2 C113

2 C115
2 C123

2 C133
2 C135

2

C136
2 C143

2 C147
2 C153

2 C155
2 C156

2 C157
2 C163

2 C165
2 C173

2

C175
2 C176

2 C177
2 C178

2 C183
2 C185

2 C189
2 C193

2 C195
2 C196

2

C197
2 C198

2 C199
2 C203

2 C205
2 C207

2 C40
3 C50

3 C70
3 C80

3

C84
3 C91

3 C92
3 C94

3 C100
3 C101

3 C105
3 C111

3 C112
3 C121

3

C122
3 C124

3 C125
3 C131

3 C132
3 C134

3 C141
3 C142

3 C145
3 C147

3

C151
3 C152

3 C154
3 C155

3 C157
3 C161

3 C162
3 C164

3 C167
3 C168

3

C171
3 C172

3 C174
3 C175

3 C178
3 C181

3 C182
3 C184

3 C185
3 C187

3

C188
3 C191

3 C192
3 C194

3 C195
3 C197

3 C199
3 C201

3 C202
3 C204

3

C205
3 C208

3 C209
3 C2010

3 C30
4 C50

4 C63
4 C70

4 C90
4 C93

4

C105
4 C111

4 C115
4 C121

4 C123
4 C125

4 C131
4 C133

4 C136
4 C141

4

C147
4 C151

4 C153
4 C155

4 C156
4 C161

4 C163
4 C165

4 C167
4 C171

4

C173
4 C175

4 C176
4 C177

4 C181
4 C183

4 C189
4 C191

4 C193
4 C195

4

C196
4 C197

4 C199
4 C201

4 C203
4 C205

4 C207
4 C209

4 C30
5 C40

5

C60
5 C63

5 C70
5 C80

5 C84
5 C90

5 C93
5 C112

5 C114
5 C123

5

C124
5 C126

5 C131
5 C132

5 C136
5 C141

5 C143
5 C146

5 C147
5 C151

5

C152
5 C153

5 C154
5 C156

5 C157
5 C161

5 C162
5 C164

5 C167
5 C168

5

C171
5 C172

5 C173
5 C174

5 C178
5 C181

5 C182
5 C183

5 C186
5 C187

5

C189
5 C191

5 C192
5 C193

5 C194
5 C196

5 C198
5 C201

5 C202
5 C203

5
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Table 13 (Continued )

C204
5 C206

5 C207
5 C208

5 C209
5 C50

6 C70
6 C91

6 C92
6 C94

6

C105
6 C112

6 C114
6 C132

6 C134
6 C135

6 C145
6 C147

6 C151
6 C152

6

C154
6 C155

6 C157
6 C161

6 C167
6 C171

6 C172
6 C174

6 C177
6 C178

6

C181
6 C185

6 C187
6 C191

6 C192
6 C194

6 C195
6 C198

6 C199
6 C201

6

C205
6 C209

6 C30
7 C40

7 C50
7 C60

7 C63
7 C80

7 C84
7 C90

7

C93
7 C100

7 C101
7 C105

7 C111
7 C115

7 C123
7 C124

7 C126
7 C132

7

C134
7 C135

7 C152
7 C153

7 C155
7 C156

7 C163
7 C164

7 C165
7 C166

7

C168
7 C171

7 C172
7 C174

7 C176
7 C178

7 C181
7 C183

7 C185
7 C186

7

C188
7 C189

7 C191
7 C192

7 C193
7 C194

7 C198
7 C199

7 C201
7 C202

7

C204
7 C205

7 C208
7 C209

7 C2010
7 C30

8 C50
8 C63

8 C70
8 C90

8

C93
8 C105

8 C111
8 C112

8 C121
8 C123

8 C125
8 C131

8 C132
8 C136

8

C145
8 C147

8 C152
8 C153

8 C155
8 C156

8 C172
8 C173

8 C175
8 C176

8

C177
8 C183

8 C187
8 C189

8 C191
8 C192

8 C195
8 C196

8 C197
8 C199

8

C201
8 C203

8 C205
8 C207

8 C209
8 C40

9 C50
9 C70

9 C80
9 C84

9

C100
9 C103

9 C105
9 C113

9 C115
9 C121

9 C122
9 C124

9 C125
9 C131

9

C133
9 C136

9 C141
9 C143

9 C146
9 C147

9 C151
9 C152

9 C154
9 C155

9

C157
9 C163

9 C164
9 C165

9 C166
9 C168

9 C172
9 C173

9 C175
9 C176

9

C177
9 C192

9 C193
9 C194

9 C196
9 C197

9 C198
9 C203

9 C204
9 C205

9

C206
9 C207

9 C208
9 C2010

9 C30
10 C63

10 C70
10 C90

10 C93
10 C113

10

C114
10 C123

10 C131
10 C132

10 C134
10 C141

10 C147
10 C151

10 C152
10 C153

10

C154
10 C156

10 C157
10 C161

10 C167
10 C171

10 C172
10 C174

10 C176
10 C178

10

C183
10 C187

10 C189
10 C192

10 C193
10 C194

10 C196
10 C197

10 C198
10

Table 14 A set of RNν
n symmetries for selection of isotropic chemical shift terms.

In all cases, the terms {l, m, λ,µ} = {0, 0, 1,±1} are selected. All CSA terms and
homonuclear DD coupling terms are suppressed. The homonuclear J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0}
is symmetry-allowed. All inequivalent solutions in the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10
are shown

R63
1 R84

1 R105
1 R126

1 R147
1 R168

1 R189
1 R2010

1

R63
2 R105

2 R147
2 R189

2 R84
3 R105

3 R147
3 R168

3

R2010
3 R63

4 R105
4 R147

4 R189
4 R63

5 R84
5 R126

5

R147
5 R168

5 R189
5

Table 15 A set of RNν
n symmetries for γ -encoded recoupling of CSA interactions, with selection of

{l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±2, 1,±1} or {2,±2, 1,∓1} terms, and suppression of isotropic shift and homonuclear DD terms.
The homonuclear J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} is also symmetry-allowed. The same solutions implement γ -encoded
heteronuclear recoupling if they are applied to only one spin species. All inequivalent solutions in the range
N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

R103
1 R124

1 R145
1 R166

1 R187
1 R208

1 R143
2 R185

2 R101
3 R141

3

R162
3 R204

3 R141
4 R181

4 R124
5 R143

5 R162
5 R181

5 R145
6 R101

7

R124
7 R166

7 R185
7 R204

7 R145
8 R187

8 R103
9 R143

9 R166
9 R208

9

R141
10 R187

10

Table 16 A set of RNν
n symmetries for non-γ -encoded zero-quantum recoupling of CSA interactions, with

selection of {l, m, λ,µ} = {2,±2, 1, 0} terms, and suppression of all isotropic shift and homonuclear DD terms.
The homonuclear J -coupling {0, 0, 0, 0} is also symmetry-allowed. The same solutions implement zero-quantum
heteronuclear recoupling if they are applied to only one spin species. All inequivalent solutions in the range
N ≤ 20, n ≤ 10 and ν ≤ 10 are shown

R121
3 R122

3 R124
3 R125

3 R161
4 R163

4 R165
4 R167

4 R201
5 R202

5

R203
5 R204

5 R206
5 R207

5 R208
5 R209

5 R121
9 R122

9 R124
9 R125

9
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element R = 901802700. An experimental correlation spectrum
of [U–13C]-L-tyrosine at a spinning frequency of 20 kHz is
shown in Figure 10.

4.3 Homonuclear Single-Quantum Recoupling

Table 10 shows a set of symmetries for recoupling the µ =
±1 components of the homonuclear DD interaction. These
symmetries are expected to be useful in multiple-quantum spin
counting experiments.93,94,109,110

4.4 Selection of J -Couplings

Compilations of symmetries appropriate for the selection
of homonuclear J -couplings {l, m, λ, µ} = {0, 0, 0, 0} with
suppression of homonuclear DD couplings and chemical
shift anisotropies are given in Tables 11 and 12. The RNν

n

symmetries in Table 12 also suppress isotropic chemical shift
terms. For the CNν

n symmetries in Table 11, on the other hand,
the scaling factors for the isotropic shift terms must be set to
zero by an appropriate choice of C.

These symmetries may be used in through-bond correlation
spectroscopy (TOBSY) experiments.48 – 52 The pulse sequence
is used as the mixing interval in a two-dimensional experiment;
The transfer of longitudinal magnetization generates cross
peaks in the 2D spectrum, indicating spin sites with finite
mutual J -couplings (see Through-Bond Experiments in
Solids).

The original pulse sequences of this kind, suggested by
Baldus and Meier48 – 52 have symmetries R60

1 and R80
1. Two

groups50,51 have proposed a new range of pulse sequence,
operational at higher spinning frequencies, which employ
symmetries such as C91

3, C91
6 and others included in Table 11.

Chan has demonstrated a R3014
6 sequence which also has good

performance at high spinning frequency.52

4.5 Selection of Isotropic Chemical Shifts

High-resolution isotropic shift spectra may be obtained in
solids if all DD couplings and CSA terms are suppressed. In
principle, this may be done by sufficiently rapid sample spin-
ning. However, in practice, the required spinning frequencies
are usually impractical. A well-designed rf pulse sequence may
assist the spatial averaging, leading to acceptable resolution at
practical spinning frequencies. The most common applications
of such CRAMPS methods are in the high-resolution 1H NMR
of organic powdered solids (see Line Narrowing Methods in
Solids, Volume 4).

Tables 13 and 14 show symmetry solutions for fast-
spinning CRAMPS. All these symmetries suppress the
homonuclear DD couplings and the CSA interactions, while
allowing some isotropic shift terms. In this application it is
particularly important that the scaling factors for the isotropic
shift terms are as large as possible. This requires careful design
of the element C.

Spiess and co-workers employed C30
1 and C40

1 symme-
tries in fast-spinning CRAMPS experiments, using the known
WHH4 cycles12,13 as the basic element C.46,47 Recently,
Madhu and Zhao demonstrated the use of R189

2 symmetry.111

Figure 11 shows an experimental 1H spectrum obtained at
a spinning frequency of 20 kHz with a R189

2 sequence

−2000 −500−1000−1500

Hz

COOH

CH

CH2

CH3

0

Figure 11 1H spectrum of monoethylfumarate, obtained at a field
of 9.4 T and a spinning frequency of 20 kHz with a R189

2 sequence.
After correcting for the pulse sequence scaling factor, the linewidths
of all four peaks are given by approximately 0.9 ppm. (Adapted from
Ref.111)

constructed from basic elements R = 90−45904590−45. Note
the use of a phase-modulated basic element, in order to
enhance the local averaging of the strong homonuclear
interactions.

4.6 CSA Recoupling

Table 15 shows a set of symmetries leading to γ -encoded
recoupling of CSA interactions, with suppression of isotropic
chemical shifts and homonuclear DD couplings. The recou-
pled average Hamiltonian is transverse, i.e., it has the form
Ix cos φ + Iy sin φ.

These sequences could be useful for measuring the CSA
principal values of individual sites in coupled spin clusters.

Table 16 shows a set of symmetries leading to recoupling
of the zero-quantum (µ = 0) part of the CSA interaction,
with suppression of isotropic chemical shifts and homonuclear
DD couplings. In this case, the recoupling is not γ -encoded,
and the recoupled average Hamiltonian is longitudinal, i.e.,
proportional to the operator Iz.

4.7 γ -Encoded Heteronuclear Recoupling

The solutions in Table 15 may also be used for the selec-
tive γ -encoded recoupling of heteronuclear DD interactions.
If these sequences are applied repetitively at the Larmor fre-
quency of one spin species, while the NMR signals from
a coupled spin species are observed, the resulting spectrum
displays a splitting, due to the recoupled heteronuclear inter-
actions. Since the recoupling is γ -encoded, the splittings are
prominent, even in orientationally-disordered systems such as
powders.

Zhao has demonstrated the measurement of 13C–1H and
15N–1H DD couplings, using sequences with R187

1 and R185
2

symmetries.112,113 An experimental example is shown in
Figure 12. The figure shows the individual 15N spectra of
the two different NH groups in the imidazole ring of L-
histidine hydrochloride monohydrate, obtained in a 2D exper-
iment in which a R185

2 sequence is applied at the 1H Larmor
frequency.113 There is a visible difference in the two split-
tings, which corresponds to a 4 pm difference in the two NH
bond lengths. This difference is attributed to an intermolecular
hydrogen bond formed by one of the NH groups. This result
shows the potential of recoupling experiments for investigat-
ing the details of intermolecular interactions and other bonding
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Table 17 A set of CRNvI ,vS
n symmetries for γ -encoded double-quantum heteronuclear recoupling,

with suppression of all CSA terms, isotropic chemical shift terms, homonuclear DD terms, and
heteronuclear J-couplings. All symmetries recouple terms of the form {l, m, λI , µI , λS, µS} =
{2,∓1, 1,±1, 1,±1} The homonuclear J -couplings {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} are symmetry-allowed. All
in-equivalent solutions in the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 9 and N/n ≤ 7 are shown

CR142,2
3 CR14−5,−5

3 CR161,4
3 CR16−4,−7

3 CR18−1,7
3 CR181,5

3

CR18−2,8
3 CR182,4

3 CR18−4,−8
3 CR18−5,−7

3 CR20−1,8
3 CR20−2,9

3

CR202,5
3 CR20−5,−8

3 CR20−1,7
4 CR201,5

4 CR20−3,9
4 CR203,3

4

CR20−5,−9
4 CR20−7,−7

4 CR141,1
5 CR14−6,−6

5 CR16−1,4
5 CR16−4,7

5

CR18−2,6
5 CR182,2

5 CR18−3,7
5 CR18−7,−7

5 CR161,1
6 CR16−7,−7

6

CR20−1,5
6 CR20−5,9

6 CR16−3,4
7 CR16−4,5

7 CR18−1,3
7 CR181,1

7

CR18−6,8
7 CR18−8,−8

7 CR201,2
7 CR20−2,5

7 CR20−5,8
7 CR20−8,−9

7

CR20−1,3
8 CR201,1

8 CR20−3,5
8 CR20−5,7

8 CR20−7,9
8 CR20−9,−9

8

CR14−1,−1
9 CR146,6

9 CR163,−4
9 CR164,−5

9 CR20−3,4
9 CR20−4,5

9

CR20−5,6
9 CR20−6,7

9

Table 18 A set of RNvI ,vS
n symmetries for γ -encoded double-quantum heteronuclear recoupling,

with suppression of all CSA terms, isotropic chemical shift terms and homonuclear DD
terms. All symmetries recouple terms of the form {l, m, λI , µI , λS, µS} = {2,∓1, 1,±1, 1,±1}
The homonuclear J -couplings {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} and heteronuclear J-coupling {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0} are
symmetry-allowed. All inequivalent solutions in the range N ≤ 20, n ≤ 9 and N/n ≤ 7 are shown

R142,−5
3 R161,−4

3 R164,−7
3 R18−1,−2

3 R181,−4
3 R182,−5

3

R184,−7
3 R185,−8

3 R187,8
3 R20−1,−2

3 R202,−5
3 R205,−8

3

R208,9
3 R20−1,−3

4 R201,−5
4 R203,−7

4 R205,−9
4 R207,9

4

R141,−6
5 R16−1,−4

5 R164,7
5 R18−2,−3

5 R182,−7
5 R186,7

5

R161,−7
6 R20−1,−5

6 R205,9
6 R16−3,−4

7 R164,5
7 R18−1,−6

7

R181,−8
7 R183,8

7 R201,−8
7 R20−2,−5

7 R202,−9
7 R205,8

7

R20−1,−7
8 R201,−9

8 R20−3,−5
8 R203,9

8 R205,7
8 R141,−6

9

R163,4
9 R16−4,−5

9 R20−3,−6
9 R20−4,−5

9 R204,7
9 R205,6

9

perturbations, in systems that are unsuitable for crystallogra-
phy or solution NMR.

The symmetry C51
1 has also been used for γ -encoded het-

eronuclear recoupling, although it does not fully suppress the
homonuclear DD terms.114 – 116 The performance of C51

1 is
acceptable if it is used together with a basic element C with
good local averaging properties for the homonuclear DD inter-
actions. The frequency-switched Lee–Goldburg (FSLG)17 and
MREV14,15 sequences have both been used.114 – 116 Neverthe-
less, one expects some interference from the homonuclear DD
couplings in the C51

1-based methods.

4.8 Non-γ -Encoded Heteronuclear Recoupling

The symmetries in Table 16 lead to zero-quantum recou-
pling of heteronuclear DD interactions, with suppression of
chemical shift terms and homonuclear DD couplings. The
recoupled heteronuclear interactions are proportional to the
operator product IzSz.

If the RNν
n sequence is applied to the I -spin species, the

S-spin NMR signals display a splitting which may be used
to estimate the magnitude of the heteronuclear DD coupling.
Since the recoupling is not γ -encoded, the splittings are
relatively obscure in a powder sample.

Although the CSA interactions of resonant spins are recou-
pled at the same time as the heteronuclear DD interactions, the

influence of the recoupled CSA terms is often minor, since the
terms commute. In the single-quantum case of Table 15, on the
other hand, the two recoupled interactions do not necessarily
commute, and may interfere with each other in a complex way.
The solutions in Table 15 are therefore only suitable for the
heteronuclear recoupling of spins with small CSA interactions,
while the solutions in Table 16 are more generally applicable.

The symmetries in Table 16 may be regarded as extensions
of the REDOR pulse sequence.26,27 Unlike REDOR, they
implement homonuclear dipolar decoupling of the irradiated
spin species, and should be applicable to systems with
homonuclear dipolar interactions.

REDOR itself consists of two 180◦ pulses per rotor period,
and therefore belongs to the symmetry class RNν

N/2. The
most common implementation of REDOR follows the XY8
phase scheme, which corresponds to the supercycle SS ′ of
the symmetry R41

2. This symmetry implements selection of
the {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 1, 0} terms, just as the solutions in
Table 16. However, the R41

2 symmetry also allows homonu-
clear DD terms of the form {2, ±2, 2, 0}, {2, ±1, 2, ±2} and
{2, ±1, 2, ∓2}. These recoupled homonuclear DD interactions
interfere with the operation of REDOR in non-dilute spin sys-
tems, a defect which should be reduced by the symmetries in
Table 16.

Chan has discovered a different way of suppressing the
homonuclear DD interactions in the REDOR method.67 The
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Figure 12 (a) Experimental 15N spectrum of the δ1 nitrogen site of
[U–13C,15 N]-L-histidinium hydrochloride monohydrate, obtained by
a 2D experiment in the presence of R185

2 irradiation of the protons,
at a magnetic field of 9.4 T and a spinning frequency of 20 kHz. The
three-peak structure is due to the recoupled heteronuclear interaction
between the 15N and the directly-bonded 1H. (b) Experimental 15N
spectrum of the ε2 nitrogen site. Note that the splitting is slightly
larger than in plot (a). These spectra show that the δ1 NH bond is about
4 pm longer than the ε2 NH bond. This elongation is attributed to the
existence of an intermolecular hydrogen bond (see crystal structure
in (c)). (Adapted from Ref.113)

C-REDOR sequences are based upon the symmetries C31
3 and

C71
7. These symmetries allow heteronuclear DD terms of the

form {l, m, λ, µ} = {2, ±1, 1, 0} and {2, ±2, 1, 0}, and also the
isotropic chemical shift term {0, 0, 1, 0} and homonuclear DD
terms of the form {2, ±1, 2, 0} and {2, ±2, 2, 0}. This does not
seem very promising since most of these terms are undesirable.
However, by using the POST element C = 9003601802700, the
scaling factors for all of the symmetry-allowed terms with
the exception of {2, ±1, 1, 0} and {0, 0, 0, 0} may be made
to vanish. The result is a REDOR-like average Hamiltonian
with suppression of homonuclear DD couplings. This has been
demonstrated experimentally.67

4.9 Double-Quantum Heteronuclear Recoupling by Dual
Pulse Sequences

It is also possible to recouple heteronuclear interactions by
applying synchronized rf irradiation to both spin species. This
procedure allows γ -encoded recoupling of the heteronuclear
interactions with the suppression of CSA interference.

The ‘dual’ selection rules in equations (58)–(61) may be
used to generate the symmetry solutions. Sets of symmetries
suitable for γ -encoded double-quantum heteronuclear recou-
pling are shown in Table 17 and 18. All of these symme-
tries recouple the terms of the form {l, m, λI , µI , λS, µS} =
{2, ∓1, 1, ±1, 1, ±1} with suppression of all isotropic chem-
ical shift, homonuclear DD coupling and CSA terms. In the
case of the CRNνI ,νS

n symmetries in Table 17, the heteronu-
clear J -couplings are also suppressed.

Brinkmann60 has shown that these symmetries may be used
for the generation of heteronuclear multiple-quantum coher-
ences, for the measurement of heteronuclear coupling con-
stants, and for implementing magnetization transfer between
spin species. For example, a sequence with the symmetry
R245,10

9 has been used to obtain a heteronuclear multiple-
quantum spectrum of a labelled amino acid.60

4.10 Heteronuclear Decoupling

The two-pulse phase modulation (TPPM) decoupling me-
thod10 may also be understood qualitatively using the symme-
try theory. The TPPM modulation scheme corresponds to a
RNν

n sequence with a large ratio of N to n, although exact
synchronization with the sample rotation does not appear to
be important in this case. Edén has shown41,45 that in many
cases, a similar decoupling quality to TPPM may be achieved
with exactly synchronized CNν

n and RNν
n sequences, and

that the decoupling quality correlates reasonably well with
higher-order term counts obtained by applying the rules in
equations (31) and (32). In addition, there is evidence that the
quality of heteronuclear decoupling is enhanced by implement-
ing homonuclear recoupling at the same time, using symme-
tries such as R241

2.41 This actually happens inadvertently in
many implementations of TPPM. This observation is consis-
tent with the well-known effect of ‘self-decoupling’, where
strong homonuclear couplings within one spin species can
narrow the peaks of a second, coupled, spin species.4 (See
Heteronuclear Decoupling in Solids.)

5 CONCLUSIONS

The symmetry theory sketched here is still in its infancy,
although it is already clear that it provides much insight
into the operation of many existing pulse sequences, as well
as many new experimental possibilities. There remain many
theoretical problems, such as the treatment of higher-order
terms, and many practical problems, such as the phase-shift
sensitivity of the RNν

n sequences. It is hoped that this summary
will encourage many other research groups to explore the
subject.
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